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Young Wild West Marked By Mexicans
-OR-

ARIETTA AND THE SENOR
By AN OLD, SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
YOUNG

wrr,o

WEST MEETS THE SEN OR.

" Well, Et, ther e seems to be plenty of water in the old river
just now."
"Yes, Wild. But you know there has been more r ain than
usual this spring. That accounts for it."
.. tes, I know. I shouldn't have spoken about it, only I can't
say that I remember of having seen the water so high before."
- " Nor I either. The current seems to be very str ong, t oo. It
would be difficult to svv;m across just now, I am sure. "
"Rather, I'll admit. But I think that either of us could
make it, if we happened to be swimming for our lives."
Young Wild West, the well known boy her o and champion
deadshot of the West, laughed lightly, as he tuf'ned to his
pr etty, golden-haired sweetheart, Arietta Murdock.
'fhe two wer e standing on the bank of the R io Grande,
watching the reddened water as it went r ushing along on its
way to th o Gulf of Mexico.
The substantial and commodious h ouse known as Buckhorn
Ranch stoocl but a few yar ds away, and as t he boy and girl
turned again to the swollen r iver four I>oople came out on
the porch, and, seeing Wild and Arietta, at once hastened to
join them.
T he four were Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, a nd his wife
Anna, and Jim Dart, a Wyoming boy about the same age as
our hero, and his sweetheart, Eloise Gar dner .
T he party had arrived at Buckhorn Ranch less than half
an hour before, and the young deadshot and his girl sweetheart had been the first to walk down t o the bank and have
a look at tho river.
"Looks as though ther rain has stirred up more m ud than
u sual, eh, Wild?" Cheyenne Charlie remarked, as he reached
t hem, and took a look at the swollen river.
"Yes, Charlie, we were just talking about it. E t seems t o
think it wou ld be a difficult job to swim across abo ut now."
" I reckon it wou ld sorter make yer hustle, though it ain't
so very far to the other side," and tij.e scout shrugged h is
shoulders and shook his head.
"But you could do it, couldn't you, Char lie?"
"I s'pose I could if I had to."
"That's it, exactly. But I hardly think any of us will have
t o t r y such a thing."
··A fe llow would have to do some hustling to get across with
a boat," J im Dart said, after a few seconds of sllence.
" We haven't got to cross the river , so th ere's no need of
speculating upon t he difficulty one might meet in accomplishing it," Eloise answered, smiling at her young lover. "But
cer tain ty a boat wou ld need n o rowing or push ing in order
to go down the r iver. "

After they had looked at the boiling, muddy water for a
while they turned to go back to the house.
J ust then Hoss Thompson, the man in char ge of the r anch,
came out, fo llowed by his wife, Stella .
Young W!ld West had purchased Buckhorn Ranch some
two or three years before the opening of this stor y, and Hoss
Thompson had been his superintendent ever since, and a r ight
good one he had made.
The young deadshot after having taken a trip through a
portion of Colorado and down through New Mexico with his
two partners and the girls, arrived at the ranch in the expectation of spending a quiet week.
It was about four in the afternoon of a very warm day in
spring when they arrived.
There had been considerable r~in for two or three weE'ks
before, but the weather had cleared now, and it was necessary
to remain under the shade of the palms in order to keep
.
anything like comfor table, fo r the sun was ver y hot.
"Wild," said H oss Thompson, as he joined them, " I tor got
to tell yer tha t there's a Mexican named Castine what's
bought a Jot of land the other side of the hill over there. an'
he's put up qu ite a house an' some buildin's. Got Jots of
cattle there, too, for it seems that there's some goo(l grass.
He's been over here a couple of times tryin' to git folks on
this side of the r iver interested enough to stand for the expense of buildin' a big flat boat so a fe r ry kin be run across.
I told him you owned Buckhorn Ranch, an' that he wo uld
have to see you, as I couldn't tell him nothin' about it.·•
"He's anxious to have a ferry cross the river, eh?" a nd the
young deadshot looked at Thompson interestedly.
"Yes, an' he says he's got it all fixed in the way the two
governments is concerned. I don't know nothin' abo ut that
part of it myself, but the senor, everybody calls h im t he senor,
seems to be a putty bright feller, an' he kin talk United
States somethin' fine . He says he went to college somewher e
in the States. He's a fine lookin' man, too. Ain't mor e than
thirty, I should jedge."
"Yes, he's m'ighty fine-lookin' all right," Stella spoke up,
with a nod of her head. "But he's what I call a putty sassy
greaser, jest the same. He's always sm1lin' at ever y goodlookin' woman or gal he sel!s."
"He must have been smiling a whole lot a t you, then,
Stella," Wild retorted, with a bow, "for you certainly have
lost none or your beauty since I first saw you."
"Hold on, there, Wild,., Hoss i;:alled out, catching the boy
by the arm and making out that ho was very much in earnest.
"Don't talk to her like that. Almost every clay I kin ketch
her lookln' in tho glass an' fixin' her hair. She seems to have
a notion that she's gittin' better looki11' a ll tho time, an' wh en
a woman gits that way it shows that she's Icarnin' to be
proud. I don't want Stella to git proud, 'cause we ain 't got
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.noth!n' to be proud of, unless !t's that we're In charge of willln' to give It back to him, 'cause you know ,mighty well
'one of the biggest ranches that Jays anywhere along the Rio that you would have to do It, anyhow. W!!d don't allow no
1 such business as that go!n' on. Every time he finds that you
Grande."
''Proud, eh?" his wife exclaimed, sneeringly. "It would be have been gambl!n' an' winnin' money from anyone but a
a good thing if you had a little more pride about you. Look slick card sharp he always makes you give it back. Go ahead
1at them olp trousers you have got on at this minute! Here's an' give it to him, 'an then if you two fellers Is so very mad
.Wild an' the rest has been here for over half an hour, an' you at each other you kin fight it out right here. But Mike ain't
'ain't had time to put on dece!ft clothes, so as to look like goin' to have that big sword, though. He's got to use his
someth!n'. Jest see how they're all rigged out. Even though fists, an' so have you."
they've been ridin' for hundreds of miles they look about · "Me no wan tee fight, Misler Charlie," Hop retorted, as he
quickly produced the amount of money he had won from the
as 'neat as kin be."
"Well," and Hoss grinned broadly as h e surveyed his wife, Mexican. "Me· !ikee Mikee vclly muchee. He velly nicee
"that old cal!co dress is tore close to the bottom, an' if there gleaser, so be."
ain't four or five pig grease spots on it as big as my hat, I "Me no like da fight verra much, Senor Charlie," Mike
I'm gett!n' blind. Why didn't you put on another dress ?" 1added, with a shrug of the shoulders.
"I've been workin' in the kitchen. But there ain't no sense I "No, of course yer don't. Not when it comes to usin' your
But you could fight like anything if you had a big
1 fists.
in talkin' to you. You're a fool, an' always was."
·•Stella's dress doesn't spoll her looks one bit," Wild de- · sword like that an' the other feller didn't have no thin' . Take
elated. "Hoss, she was speaking about pride, and I wm say your money, he's offerin' it to you, an' then light out, both of
that you ought to be proud of having such a fine-looking yer. If you don't I'll chuck you both In the river down
1 there."
.
wife."
"There, that will do!" Stella exclaimed. "I know you don't j When Hop had returned his money Mike's face promptly
mean a word you're say!n'. But I don't care what you say, took on a broad grin.
I Then both started back for the little building they had
Wild. I wouldn't git mad no matter what it was."
But the fact was that Stella, though she had been r ear ed · been gambling in but a short time before.
in Texas without a chance to get anything ln the way of an ,. "Hey, greaser!" the scout called out, as he was turning to
education, was really a fine-looking young woman.
1 get upon the porch again. "If you play any more cards, an'
But when it came to that, Hoss Thompson was a fine- he wins the money ag'in, you kin bet your life he'll kep it:"
"Me no play da cards n,o more, Senor Charlie. Maybe we
.
looking man.
Frobably a stranger In those parts if a keen observer would we chuck da dice." .
have de cided that both would show ·up to better advantage at· j ''Did yer ever hear tell of such a fool in all your llfe?"
tired as they were than if they were rigged out with fine and Charlie asked, as he sat down on a bench. "He won't play
j no more cards, but he'll chuck dice with the heathen. Why,
costly clothes.
There was a little more bantering in which al\ hands took , that's jest as bad, an' he knows it, too. What do you think
part, and then they turned and walked leisurely up the gentle about it, Wild?"
! .. Let them go for a few minutes," was the reply. "Then
slope to the porch of the ranch house.
They had barely got there when a yell sounded from a small, I reckon we'll break up the game rather suddenly. There's
outbuilding a few yards away, and then a Chinaman came' always a row between the two every time they get together.
Hoss says Mike is a very lacy fellow, but yet we might do
rushing out, h eading straight for the house.
After him came an undersized Mexican, who was brandish- worse by discharging him and hiring another man. But-ing a cavalry saber and apparently in very much of a rage. i Hello! There's a horseman on the other side of the river,
"Misler Vvild, Mlsler Wild!" the heathen shouted, as he saw' and I believe he's going to try to cr oss."
"That's the senor!" exclaimed Hoss Thompson, leaping to
the group on the porch. "Mikee allee samee clazy. He wantee
his feet. "He's got a mighty good broncho there, an' I s'pose
poor Chi nee."
It was Hop Wah, who was sometimes called Young Wild he kin swim it across all right. But what in thunder does
he want to come over now for? Why don't he wait a couple
W.est's Clever Chinee, who said this.
Mike was the peon who was employed by Hoss Thompson of days till the river goes down a little?"
.. So that's Senor Castine, eh?"
t o do the chores and assist about the house.
1
It was not the first time Hop and Mike had met, and it was I ''Yes, that's jest wh.o he is, Wild."
easy for our friends to guess what had caused the trouble 1 "Come on down to the bank, and we'll see how he makes
I out in crossing."
between them now.
Hop was not only a clever sleight-of-hand performer, but a It A minute later all hands, with the exception of Stella, had
gathered upon the bank again.
confirµied gambler as well.
She had business in the kitchen just then, for she was preMike llked to gamble, too, but he stood no show with the
Chinaman, who was really able to get the best of the shrewd- l paring a rousing good supper for Young Wild West and his
est of the card sharps who were to be found in various parts friends.
The distance across the riv8r at that point was not more
of the West and Southwest.
Undoubtedly Mike had been rel!eved of what money he had, than two hundred and twenty feet.
But the current was so swift and the water was so deep
and was so angry about it that he had threatened to kill the
'! that it would not be an easy thing for even a hor>1e to swim
Chinaman with the saber.
Everyone there thought this must be the case, and they across.
j The Mexican at the other side had brought his horse to a
were right, too.
Hop Wah came to a stop as he reached the porch, and Mike I halt right at the water's edge after descending the rather
came up rather slowly, his saber trailing upon the ground. steep slope.
When he saw those on the other side he took off his hat
Cheyenne Charlie p1'0mptly stepped down between the two,
and bowed politely.
.
a nd looking at the Mexican, said:
He called out something, too, but the roaring of the stream
"Wrjl, you foollsh-lookin' greaser, I s'pose he's won all the
, drowned his words.
money you had ag'in."
Waiting long enough to remove his belt, which contained a
"Yes, Senor Charlie," Mike retorted, meekly. "He verra
revolver, he rolled it up, and holding It above his head,
much a cheat."
urged his horse forward directly into the water.
"Didn't you know he was a cheat afore this?"
The animal started swimming right away, for it was too
The peon made no reply to this, but showed signs of great
deep for it to touch the bottom, and the current being so
uneasiness.
"Answer me, greaser," the scout insisted. "Didn't he ever strong, horse and rider were forced down the stream for
quite a distance.
•
cheat you afore this?"
But gradually the broncho came across, and in a very short
"He cheat every time we play poker," admitted Mike.
"Serves yer right, then. How much did you lose this time?" ' time got a footing on the other side and then came out of
the water.
" Seven dollar and twenty cents."
Our friends had already reached the spot, and doffing his
" Lat al!ee light, Misler Charlie," Hop spoke up, sm!ling
blandly, for he was now perfectly at his ease, and it is doubt- hat, the senor called out:
"Not so very much trouble, Senor Thompson. I'm here all
ful If he was very much frightened when he was fleeing from
the Mexican. "Me havee lillee fun with Mikee. He velly right."
muchee fool, so be. Me no wantee keepee his money. Me I "Oh, y~s. I knowed you would git across, senor," Hoss an; swered, with a nod. "You must have wanted t o come putty
g!vee bp.ck ee light away."
Moh, r es, " and th e scout looked a.t him sneeringly. "You'r e• ba,d."
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"I did. I happened to see strangers h ere a little while ago,
and I made up my mind that one of them must be the boy
who owns Buckhorn Ranch. You know quite well that I have
been very anxious to meet him."
"That"s him right there, senor. Shake hands with Young
Wild West, the champion deadshot of the West an' boss boy
of the whole country."
"Senor Castine, I presume," Wild observed, as he accepted
the proffered hand.
''Yes, " was the r eply. "I'm delighted to make your ac·
qua.intance, Young Wild West."
There was something about h!m that our hero did not
just like.
Perhaps it was the peculiar glitter in his dark eyes.
But just th en he could not have told for sur e.
A moment later, however, he had cause to feel the dislike,
for the senor turned to Arietta and said:
"You are very beautiful, senorita. I feel tempted to kiss
those red lips."
He had no sooner said this when he turned, and, laying a
hand upon Wild s shoulder, added:
"Excuse me, Young Wild West, I spoke before I thought.
I had no intention whatever of insulting the senorita. I
have an eye for th ings that are beautiful, and that is why my
tongu e sllpped."
"All right, senor,•· was the cool retort. "I'll introduce you
to the young lady, :ls well as the r est."
This he quickly did, and the senor acted the part of a
gentleman, in spite of the break he had made.
He was invited to go to the house, and Hoss offered him
dry clothing, which he promptly r efused, saying laughingly:
··As if it will hurt me to remain this way, when it is so very
warm."
Before he could say anything further a yell sounded from
the little building which Hop and the peon had returned to.
Then a loud report sounded, and Hop came running out.
"The heathen h as bl owed the greaser up this time, I
reckon! " Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, as he started to run
for the scene.
CH:~PTER

II.

THE SEXOR LOSES HIS TEMPER.

It would have been hard to find the match of Hop Wah
when it came to practical joking.
Sometimes he went a little too far with it, but generally
no harm was done.
When the clever Chinee went back to the little outbuilding,
which was a very open affair, his mind was made up to have
satisfaction.
,
M!ke, the peon, had exposed him again before all hands,
and Hop did not like this very much, even though he had
never once expected that he would be permitted to keep the
money he wanted.
But the greaser was willing to let every thing drop as soon
as he got the mo ney back, and when Hop showed that he had
no hard feelings he r eadily consented to go back with him and
engage in a game of dice.
Knowing that it would be useless to win Mike's money
from him, Hop thought out a scheme to have some fun with
him, and at the same time make him know that something
had happened.
The old trick of giving him a cigar that was loaded with
gunpowder would not work now.
Anyhow, Mike did not care much for cigars, but preferred
cigarettes.
But the gunpowder part of it strongly appealed to Hop.
It did not necessarily mean loose g-unpowder set off by a
match of lighted fuse, but anything that would explode, and
do it so suddenly as to upset the Mexican and give him a
good fright.
Claiming that he had at one time worked in a factory in
China where fireworks were manufactured, it was not strange
that Hop shouid be able to make all sorts of crackers and
other explosivea In the way of pyrotechnics.
Usually he had a number of them hidden about hiiv, for the
loose-fitting jackets he wore contained many pockets on the
inside.
But already the clever · Chinee had blown up the Mexican
with a giant firecracker; he had caused him to smoke a
lighted cigar, and had done a few other things in the same
line.
What to do now he did not know exactly.

8

But he meant to do something.
He did not like it very much because Mike had told Charlie
that they were going to ~amble with dice.
'
"'You allee samee fool, Mike," he said, as they enter ed t he
little shanty. "'Whattee you tellee Misle.r Charlie for ?"
'"Me no care, Hop, " was the reply. ''If you win da money
this time you can keep. Me got da dice. We no use da dice
you 'have."
"Allee llght. Showce me you dice."
Mike did so, and there was a broad grin upon his swar thy
countenance as he produced them, for they were much larger
than the kind usually to be found at the barr ooms in the
settlements and mining camps.
The peon knew very well that Hop had trick dice, and that
he might easily substitute them for others.
Hence when he had the opportunity he had pur chased the
very large ones, and now he felt that he 's tood at least an
even chance with the Chinaman.
Hop felt the same way about it, for he was satlsfied ' lnstantly that there would be no way of substituting his trick
dice for tnose Mike possessed.
But he did not care, so long as he got h is satisfac tion, and
had a little fun with the fellow.
There were three dice, and Mike picked them up and began
rattling them in his hands.
.
"You no gottee dicee cuppee?" Hop queried.
"No, dis a verra good way."
"Allee light. Whattee you wantee chuckee for ?"
"Ten cent."
"Makee um quarter."
" No," and Mike shook his head in the negative, showing
that he was positive about it.
Hop gave in, and put a dime· on the little table they had
been playing ca.rds at but a short time before.
The peon put his money up, and then after shaking the dice,
rolled them out upon the table.
"Allee samce fourteen," Hop said, nodding his head approvingly. Lat velly goodee th low, so be."
He took his turn, ·a nd failed to beat it, and Mike raked in
the money, showing how willing he was to do so.
Another dime was put up by each of them.
Then Hop took a cigar from his pocket, and lighted it, the
Mexican looki~ at him suspiciously as he did so, for no doubt
he remembered what had happened previously when a match
was struck anywhere near him, the Chinaman being the one
to strike it.
"Whattee mattee?" Hop aske.d, with a grin.
''Nothing da matter, Hop. Me take da chuck now. You
watch."
Out rolled the dice, and this time sixteen turned up.
The peon was certainly in luck, and he laughed gleefully1
When he was playing a square game with anyone Hop
stood no more chance than his opponent did, a nd if luck did
not run his way he was bound to lose.
He failed to roll out more than ten, and Mike took In the
money again.
The third time Hop won, but then Mllte's luck went back
to him, and it stuck to him three times in succession.
Elated at his success, he proposed that they make it a quarter now.
Hop read!ly assented, and the game went on for a few
minutes, varying in favor of each.
But presently Mike won three · times straight agai n, and
then Hop suggested that they make it a dollar a throw.
The peon hesitated, but consented.
He won, and so pleased was he over it that he cavorted
about the shanty in a sort of Mexican dance.
This was just the opportunity Hop wanted.
He quickly took something from his pocket and t ou ched
the ligh ted end of his cigar to it, and then stooping slippel
it under the table toward Mike's side of it.
It was nothing more than an oblong packaga, which did not
look as though it amounted to anything.
'rhere was a thin fuse projecting from one end of it, however, and this was what Hop had lighted.
It was a rather slow fuse, too, but Hop knew just about
how long it would take for the package to explode.
When it did explode Mike was )>ound to know somethhig
about it.
··we chuck for two dollar dis time, Hop!" Mike exclaimed,
for he was so much encouraged at having been a winner ao
far that he was getting restless.
.. Alleo light. Me no care. Maybe you wan tee chuckee for
um hundled dollee, so be."
··Me no have dat much a-money in my life," dedared Mike,
ft
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looking very serious all at once. "You plenty rich , Hop.
Me verra poor."
" Mc velly smartee Chi nee, Mike," an d Hop grinned and
made r eady to get out of the sh an ty.
Mike put up his two dollars, a nd Hop did like wise.
But th e peon clid not get a chance to r oll the dice upon the
table.
'l'he clever Chinee heard a sha rp hiss, which he knew meant
tha t th o home-made cracker was abo ut to explode.
H e let out a ye ll t hat caused the Mexican to give a violent
start, a nd th en seizing the money upon the table, darted
from the shanty.
He had barely go t outside when ther e was a loud report.
Ho p did not run t oward t he house this time, but turned
·~owur d t he big barn that was abcut a hundred yards off to the
right .
H e had to pass the bunk-house to get t her e, a n d when a
couple of cowboys came running out in alarm at h earing the
explosion he almost ran into them.
"What's the troµ ble, Hop ?" one of them asked, excitedly.
·· Evelythling allee light," the Chinaman retorted, as he
gla nced over his shoulder toward the house, for he fear ed
that Cheyenn e Charlie migh t pursue him and make it warm
for him for having caused the explosion.
He was not m istaken in having this fear, either , for sure
enough t he scout was r unning that way a t full speed.
.. Don't let tha t heath en git a way," he s houted, so the two
cowboys caught t he Ch inama n a nd held him.
"Lettee me go, " Hop cried, for he did not feel like undergoing th e mauling which the scout was apt to give him.
" Mc velly goodee Chinee. Mc h avee lillee fun with Mike.
Makee bigce ban g. Evelythli ng allee light."
Mi k o had come out of the lit tle building by this time, and
a ft er looking ar ound he saw the Ch inaman being held by the
cowloys.
Then h e started that way, waving both hands angrily.
He got ther e just as Cheyenne Charli e arrived, and Hop
surely was in for it now.
The cowboys gri nned, for they could easily see that there
was fun a head, even if they had missed wha t had already
t a ken place.
"I !mowed it ! " Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed. "He blowed
yer up, didn't he, Mike ?"
·• He try to kill me, " the peon cried, angrily. " Shoot of!
vcrra big fir ecracker. Make da table fly up and knock a-me
down . Me wan t to lick da Chinee."
"All r igh t. Now yo u have got t o go a head and lick him, or
h e'll lick you. You hear what I say ! You'r e a bigger fool
than he is."
The scout sho wed t hat he meant business, 'and he quickly
took a way the knife IVIike had sticking in his belt and then
taking him by th e collar, pulled him around so he faced the
Chinaman .
The cowboys la ughed heartil y, a nd nodding to them, Charlie
said:
'' One kin be Hop's second, a n' th e other kin look after
Mike. l 'll be th e r efer ee. They've got to fight it out, an'
ther e ain't goin' to be no fo olin' about it. The first one as
uses a ny thi ng else but his hands will hear from me mighty
soon like, too. Git in, you measly coyotes!"
'l' hen Charlie pulled a gun t o emphasize his r emarks.
Hop was n ot the least bit ang ry a t the Mexican.
But Mike was fairly boiling over with r age, and he at once
became t he aggressor.
He struck wildly with his clenched fis ts, and succeeded in
landing a glancing blow upon t he side of Hop's head, which
sent him stagger ing.
That was qui te enough to make him feel like fighting if he
had not done so before.
" Hip hi!" he shouted, in a shrill, treble voice. · " Me allee
samee velly muchee plize-flighter ln China. Me lickee evelythling whattee comee 'long. Look ee outtee."
He du cked a vicious 'swing the peon made at him, and then
more by good luck than anything else he struck out with his
left and caught his opponent squarely " Il the chin.
Mike sat down very suddenly, his eyes blinking like those
of an owl that had suddenly been brought into the sunlight.
Cheyenne Charlie and the two cowboys roared with delight.
It was a r egular circus to them, and they showed their
appreciation.
Wha t was taking place could be seen from the porch at
the house, and becoming interested in it, Young Wild West
and Jim Dart excused themselves ft"om the senor and hurried
that way.

"I'll go, too, if ther e are no objections. There's something
very funny there, " the senor called out.
"Come on, senor! " Hoss Thompson exclaimed, taking him
by the arm, and then the two followed the young deadshot
and Jim, leaving the girls alone on the porch.
Mea nwhile H op was waiting for his opponent to get up,
while Charlie stood so he could prevent him from striking
Mike while he was down.
'" Countee him outtee, Misler Charlie!" the Chinaman exclaimed, looking angrily at the scout. "If he no gittee up ee
when you countee allee samee ten, he allee samee licked
velly muchee."
"'That's all right. We ain't doin' this by prize ring rules,"
was the r etort. " Her e comes some more to see yer fight.
That was only the first round. You stand right where yer
are, an' Mike' s second kin help h im up. "
The cowboy who had taken his place behind the peon took
the hint a nd promptly assisted him to his feet.
T he blow h ad daz ed him somewhat, but Mike quickly recovered once he was upon his feet again.
He was still full of fight, too, and just as Wild and Jim
reached the scene, closely followed by Hoss and the senor, he
sailed in and succeeded in butting Hop in the stomach.
Down went the China ma n, his heels flying in the air.
'"Good!" Senor Castine exclaimed, applauding by clapping
his hands.
"Bravo, Mexicana."
But Hop was not injured one bit, and he was but an instant
in getting upon his feet.
H e had seen both Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie
handle themselves in a flstic encounter, and h e had learned
more than they gave him credit for.
He now began jumping about, sparring for an opening and
trying to make his opponent lead.
"Hooray for the heathen!" Charlie er.led, excitedly.
"Blamed if he ain't got to be a regular boxer."
Mike did not show anything like science at all, but he was
willing to keep out of reach of the Chinaman's fists .
Finally he r an in again, swinging his ri ght fist and ducking
his head for the purpose of butting the Chinama n in the
stomach again.
But this was the time when he made a miss of it.
Hop s tepped nimbly aside, and then hit him a hard blow
behind the ear, sending him to the ground on his face.
''Hooray for the heathen!" again shouted Charlie, at the
same time looking at the senor.
One of the cowboys lifted Mike up, but his head fell back,
for h e was too dazed to know wha t was occurring just then.
"Senor 'l'hompson, " Castine exclaimed, " do you allow anything like this ? A dirty Chinaman has killed one of my
countrymen. "
"I r eckon he ain't killed, senor," Hoss retorted, with a grin
"He's only wha t we call knocked out. Hop hit him an awful
clip behind the ear. I seen it myself."
The senor's face was ver y white now, and he rushed over
and lift ed the fall en man's head .
Mike came to just then, and the instant h e r ealized what
had happened t o him he became violent with rage.
"Me kill da Chinee! " he cried, staggering to his feet.
" Give me a knife. "
Then much to the surprise of ever yone Senor Castine deliberately took a kni fe from his belt and handed it to the
·
enraged peon.
But Mike did not have a chance to use it, though he made
a dash for Hop without delay.
Wild stepped forward, and with a quick movement tripped
him and caused him to fall headlong to the ground.
The knife flew from his hand, and picking it up the young
dead shot handed it to Castine, saying, coolly, as he did so:
"Senor, t ake my advice and k eep that knife in your belt.
You had no right to inter fer e with this business at all. If
the two hall a differ euce to settle a nd Cheyenne Charlie arranged it for them to go ahead and do it, it was certainly
none of your business."
"Caramba! " cried Castine, his dark eyes flashing dangerously. "You think a Chinaman is better than a Mexican."
" That one ther e is just as good as any Mexican I ever met,
senor. "
The boy spoke in such a cool and tantalizing way that it
was with gr eat difficulty that Castine could cont ro1 himself.
But he :finally did so, and then a smile gradually appeared
upon his face, and putting out his hand, he said:
"I owe you an apology, Young Wild West. I didn't understand, but now I know it was all for fun. Let us go back to
the house. I have a proposition to make to you."
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"All right, senor. I am willing to listen to any proposition
you have to make. But by listening to it don't mean that
I'll accept it."
Hoss 'J;'hompson now took Mike in charge, and led him
away, threatening to discharge him if there was any further
trouble.
CHAPTER III.
THE SENOR AND HIS SISTER.

It was quite plain to Young Wild West that the proposition
Senor Castine had In mind was something that would greatly
benefit him, and that he was trying to work out a scheme
of some kind.
The young deadshot had already seen quite enough of the
senor to mold an opinion of him, and the opinion was that
h!l was a glib-tongued scoundrel.
But he meant to listen to what he might have to say, and
so long as the Mexican behaved himself he would treat him
in a respectful way.
As they made their way back to the porch of the house
Arietta, Anna and Eloise arose and started to go inside.
.. My company is not desirable, It seems," the senor said,
,
smiling in a way that was meant to be very sweet.
But neither of them made any reply, and went on inside.
"Now, then, Senor Castine," Young Wild West said, as he
threw himself upon a settee and straightened out in an easy
position, "I am ready to listen to you. Go ahead and let me
hear what you have to say."
Charlie sat down on a step, and Jim, not feeling that there
was anything particular there for him, went inside the house
t( oin the girls.
Hoss Thompson remained standing close to Charlie.
The senor looked over his shoulder as Jim went inside,
and then he nodded to Hoss and said:
"Senor Thompson, have you told Young Wild West about
my proposition In regard to having a ferry cross the river?"
"I reckon I have, senor," was the r eply. "I was tellin' him
about it jest afore we seen you gittin' r eady to come over the
river."
"Ah! Then I am not breaking in upon a.subject that is entirely new, " and he turned to our hero atid nodded approvingly.
"What about this ferry, Senor Castine?" the young deadshot asked, in his cool and easy way.
"I consider that if we were to have a ferry to cross the
river either above or below your place it would be a great
advantage to property owners on both sides of the riv er.
Won't yo\l agree with me on that, Senor ·west?"
"Well, I really do think it would be a good thing. But it
is so seldom that anyone on this side has to take cattle or
horses across that the benefit wouldn't be so great to them,
after all. You people on the other side flnd a good market
in the United States for your cattle, horses and various other
things you produce. I really think that about three-fourths of
the benefit would be derived by Mexicans. But if you desire
to establish a ferry I am w1lling that you shall have the privilege of landing and a right of way to the main trail. I grant
you that gratis."
"Couldn't you do any more than that, Senor West?" and
Castiue leaned over and looked at him coaxingly.
··Not from the way I am looking at it now."
"Don't you really think that if I were to stand half the
expense of building a couple of fiat boats and running the
necessary cable across that you and some others on this side
of the river should pay at least half the expenses?"
"I can't see it that way," and the young deadshot shook
his head.
··I'm sorry to hear you say that. I have talked to two
other men owning ranches on this side of the river, and both
said they were quite willing to do anything you said. This
was after I had consulted Senor Thompson and learned that
you owned Buckhorn Ranch."
"So the other two fellows were willing to leave it to me,
then?" and a smile showed on the face of our hero.
"Yes, that's just how the matter rests at present."
"All right, senor. I'll have a talk with my neighbors probably to-morrow, and in a day or two I'll let you know. But
tho way I think now I wouldn't feel like paying a cent toward
the ferry. If I have occasion to go across your side of the
river I'll do it the same way you came across, or else use a
small boat."
"You couldn't very well use a small boat just now, and the

senor turned and loolced at the rushing river, which was, as
has been stated, not many yards distant from the house.
"That's all right. But the water will soon go down, and
then it will be easy enough to cross almost anywhere."
"But if there was a cable across and scows arranged so
they could be ferried back and forth it would make no difference how strong the current was. You could get across
whenever you pleased."
' 1 Personally, Senor Castine, I haven't much occasion to go
across. I don't know how it is with Hoss."
"I don't go to the other side of the river three times in a
year," declared the foreman of the ranch."
Castine frowned when he heard this.
But he quickly became persuasive again, and urged his argument, until Wild was about tired of hearing it.
Finally he arose, and looking acr<1ss the river, hesitated a
moment and then said:
''Well, Senor West, you may be right In your views. The
fact is that I expect to raise a great many cattle, and of
course I am looking for a market on this side of the river.
This will mean that they should be conveyed across In proper
shape, and big scows will be the only way, unless a bridge
were built."
"When they build a bridge anywhere around here I think
I'll be gray-headed," the young deadshot retor ted, with a
laugh. ··But 'go ahead, senor. I'll give you all the privilege
you want, but I might as well say right now that I'll not
change my mind, even after I have consulted with our neighbors. I won't put up a cent toward the ferry."
"Ah! I have been wasting words with you, then, Senor
West?"
"That's right, if you want to put it that way. "
"Very well. I'll bid you good day."
"Good day, senor!"
Castine descended to the ground from the porch, and then
as if he had suddenly thought of something, he turned and
again looked at the young deadshot.
"Would you not please call the beautiful senorita, so I may
bid her good day?" he asked.
Wild's eyes :!l.ashed, but he did not lose his temper, and
rising to his feet, he answered:
"Certainly I w111," and then he hurried to the door and
called out:
"Come here, Et. You're wanted."
"What ls it, Wild?" a voice answered, and then Arletta
came out, looking somewhat surprised.
Senor Castine wanted me to call the beautiful senorita so
he might bid her good day."
•·Oh, if that's all you want me for, I'll go back," and so
saying the girl turned without scarcely looking at the expectant Mexican.
.. I r eckon that will be about all, senor," the boy said, in
his cool and easy way, as he started down the steps. "You
said you were going, so you had better get a move on you.
There's your horse tied to a tree over there. I suppose you' ll
go back the same way you came."
"Senor 'Vest, I take this as an Insult."
"That's all right, take it any way you like."
"The royal blood of the Cast1llians flows in my veins, " and
the senor became very angry.
"All right. Maybe some of it wlll flow out of your veins if
you don't look out for yourself. I have heard enough of this
nonsense. Now you light out. If you don't I'll make you."
The limit had been gone over, and Young Wild West was
now in a fighting mood.
Both Cheyenne Charlie and Hoss Thompson knew that one
more word from the Mexican and Wild would thrash him.
But Castine seemed to have a wonderful control over himself, and though a savage light shone in his dark eyes, he
forced a smile, and nodding his head, said:
·· Good day, Senor West. We'll talk it over at some other
time, when you may be In a better humor. I assure you I
ineant nothing by speaking of the senorita as I did. I am a
great admirer of beautiful women and girls. But that is as
far as it goes."
"Never mind telling us anything more about it. I have t old
you to go."
Good qay," and he turned and
·•I go. Good day, senor.
nodded to Charlie and Hoss.
"Light out, greaser," the scout retorted, angrily. "I don't
want you to say good day to me. I ain't got no use for sich
sneakin' coyotes as you are."
"Ha, ha, ha!"
There was a ring of sarcasm in the laugh, thongh the Mexican did net turn again, but made straight for his horse.
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He led the animal on down to the bank, and then selecting
a spot that suited his purpose, he mounted and at once caused
the horse to plunge into the seething water.
Our frie11ds went down a little closer to the bank and
watched him until they saw he had crossed in safety.
Once upon the other side the senor rode to the top of a
rise, and then waved his hand at them in a way that showed
both defiance and contempt.
Having done this, he rode down a short descent at the other
side, and then could no longer see the other side of the
river.
But :!enor Castine was in anything but a pleasant mood
just then.
It was true that he had a way of keeping bacli: his temper,
but now that it was all over it was about ready to burst.t
Reaching a small grove of palms, he brought his horse to
a halt, and leaping to the ground, began pacing up and down,
clenching his fists and saying things that were anything but
good for Young Wild West and his friends.
He swore in Spanish, and then he did it in English, and
kept .on wall!;ing up and down until he had Ured.
Then he became more calm, and sat down at the foot of a
'tree to rest himselt
"Ha!" he exclaimed, after he had ren1ained silent for nearly
five minutes. "So I have been insulted and defied by an
American who is but a boy. It may be that the ferry will
not go across, but I'll have my revenge. The golden-haired
senorita shall be my bride. There are many who know that
I am a desperate man, and that when I once make up my
mind to do a thing I never rest until I have accomplished
it. I say it now, though no one hears me, that the goldenhaired senorita shall be the bride of Senor Castine. Ha! It
is settled."
Then he got upon his feet, and mounting his horse, rode
off to the other side of the grove aad striking the trail kept
on through a country that was quite grassy,
A mile oack from the river was a rather long patch of trees
and shrubbery of the semi-tropics.
The trail led through about the center of this, and the strip
not bei:Pig very wide, the senor quickly reached the other side.
Then right before him lay the ranch house and buildings
he had caused to be erected there during the past year.
Off to the left a big herd of cattle were to be seen grazing,
while to the right a spot containing probably a hundred acres
was fenced in with barbed wire.
In this were at least five hundred cattle that had been
selected for the market.
But the senor had no eyes for his cattle or anything else
just then,
He was thinking of Young Wild West's sweetheart, charming Arietta, and also what he would do to the young deadshot if he happened to get him alone on Mexican soil.
He rode straight to the house, which was, like the majority
of the Mexican abodes, built of adobe brick.
It was a long, low structure, with plenty of windows and a
fiat roof, and was no doubt cool and inviting inside.
As the senor rode up to the door a fine-looking young woman
of twenty-five came out and greeted him.
This was his sister, Anita, who, having lost here lover
through a terrible fever a short time before, had come to
the ranch to keep house for the senor.
She was a beautiful girl true to the type of the better class
of Mexicans, but quite like her brother in disposition.
"What troubles you, Juan?" she asked, for she .realized instantly that there was something the matter with her brother.
"I have been across the river, Anita," was the reply, as
he dismounted and left his horse standing.
"I can see that much. You are dripping with water. But
t'4at ts not what troubles you."
··No, it isn't that. I have been insulted and I have set eyes
on the most beautiful American girl I ever saw."
"Ah!" and the eyes of the sister lighted up. "You have
been insulted and you have fallen in love. I hope it was not
the senorita who insulted you."
"Not the senorita, but the boy who I suppose is her lover."
"Very well, Juan. I'll ask no further questions. Come in
and change your wet clothing. A cup of coffee will make you
feel better. Then you can tell · me about these American
people you have alluded to."
At this juncture a lazy-looking Mexican appeared from behind the adobe house to take charge of the eenor's horse.
Castine then went inside, and fifteen minutes later he was
sitting at a table sipping coffee and telling his sister all that
had transpir.ed on the other side of the river.
Anita was deeply interested, especially when he told her

that the American boy who had so grossly insulted him was
such a fine-looking specimen of budding manhood.
"I have heard from some of the Americans that this boy
would be a dangerous enemy," the senor went on. He is the
champion deadshot of America, so I understand, and he fears
nothing, and never grows excited no matter what happens,
I offended him greatly this afternoon, but it was done unthinkingly, for I tell you truthfully, my sister, the senorita
with the golden hair is the most beautiful girl I ever saw.
Never in my life did I feel before that I needed a bride as
much as I did this afternoon."
..You mean to win your bride and bring her . here, is it not
so, Juan?"
"Yes, Anita, I will bring her here first and win her afterward."
··And her lover will come to look for her, and perhaps
shoot you."
.. The senor shrugged his shoulders.
"That may be, but I shall be on the lookout for Young
Wild West, as they call him. Let him dare come here and
I'll shoot him before he has a chance to shoot me ..,
The Mexican girl showed slight signs of uneasinesi).
"It will be a bad thing for you to do this," she said, after
a pause. "Why not give up the idea?"
"My sister!" exclaimed the villain, for such he certainly
was, as he arose and drew himself to his full height, "have
you ever known a Castine to back down after having once
made a start?"
"But you haven't yet made the start."
"Yes, I have. My mind was made up to what I would do
before I arrived at the house."
"Nothing can stop you, then?"
"Nothing, my sister."
"Very well. I shall help you all I can. But I fear that it
may be a terrible mistake you are making. Suppose it should
result in your death at the hands of this iyoung .American
who is supposed to be such a wonderful boy?"
"A man can die but once, anc I am willing to die if it comes
to that."
Then the senor flnisked his coffee, and lighting a cigarette,
left the house to go and see to things that should be done
before night came.

CHAPTER IV.
OUR FRIENDS GO FOR A RIDE TO THE VILLAGE.

As Wild went back to the house Arietta came out to meet
him.
,, So the insulting rascal has gone, eh, Wild?" the gi:rl
asked, as she looked across the river and saw the Mexican
riding away from the top of the bank.
"Yes, and I reckon if he hadn't got a move on him he would
have been hustled along a litt:l~, Et," was the reply. "That
fellow has more nerve than any greaser I ever saw. He's so
polite about it, too."
"Polite at one time, and insulting at another."
"You have' got that right, little girl. But he said he couldn't
he.Ip it, so I suppose we'll have to let it go at that. But it's
mighty funny that every now and then some fellow has got
to fall in love with you. You certainly must be a beautiful
girl, Et. ·
" "Stop talking that way, Wild," was the laughing retort.
You ought to know yourself whether I am beautiful or not"
"Well, I think you are, as I've often told you."
·
"What's this goin' on here?"
It was Cheyenne Charlie who asked the question as he stood
on the steps, a broad grin en his face. "Makin' love when
yer oughter know that somebody's around to listen."
"There's no love-making about tllis, Charlie," the young
deadshot answered, laughingly. "We were just talking about
Senor Castine. He fell in love with Et, you know."
"Yes, I know he did. But I reckon that's all the good it
done him. He sartinly found out mighty quick that he had
made a mistake ..,
.. I doubt if he thinks he has made a mistake at all, Charlie."
•·You mean tha't he'll be sncakin' around after Arietta
ag'in?"
.. '!'hat's just what I think."
"All right. If I happen to see him you kin bot your life
some of that blue blood he was talkin' about will be fiowln'.
But I'll bet there ain't much blue about it. It's more like a
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dirty r ed. Anyhow, jest let me set eyes on him if he comes out, followed by the sound of a body falling upon the board
sneakin' around here."
.
•
floor.
Anna and Eloise came out just then, followed by Jim, and
Charlie at once ran straight away from the door, pulling
then for the next ten minutes there was much talking about the Chinaman out in a hurry.
the senor.
·
"Hip hi! What tee mattee·?" Hop yelled, doing his best to
They all agreed that he was a glib-tongued villain. and that get upon his feet.
he was quite good-looking and refined as well.
To be awakened from a sound slumber in that fashion was
But they bad often met such men before, so there was quite a shock, and · it took the heathen several seconds before
nothing at all surprising in this case .
·
he could realize where he was or what haq happened.
It was not long after this when Stella announced that the
But when he heard a burst of laughter and saw Wild and
supper was ready. ·
Jim standing there it flashed upon ·him.
·· Stoppee lat, Misler Charlie! " he shouted, in a shrill treble
Then they all went In and it was such a good repast that
fu ey sat dowrt to that they quickly forgot about the senor.
voice. ''Me velly goodee Chinee. Me mindee my own- busi·
After supper was over they went out upon the porch and ness, so be."
sat in the cool breeze of the evening and watched the sun as
Then Charlie gave another pull upon the r ope, and Hop fe ll
it disappear ed below the distant hills.
over upon his back.
It was not much clothing that Hop had on at the time, for
Hop Wah came around after it grew dark, and hinted that
he was r eady to make a little fun for them.
he had partly disrobed before getting into the bunk.
·•Git a pail of water," Charlie shouted, as he' nodded to the
But it happened that no one seemed to be in the humor
for such a thing just th en, so he was told by the scout to cowboy. "'l'he heathen has got a flt."
The cowboy was quite willing, and in less than t en seconds
light out, which he promptly did, heading for the bunkhouse, no doubt for the purpose of trying to find a victim h e had the pail of water.
ther e.
"Chuck it on him, an' fetch him to."
The cowboy hesitated ab out doing this.
The next morning Young Wild West and his partne~s were
''Never mind, then," Charlie called out. "You come here an'
up about as soon as Hoss Thompson left his bed.
·
They were always in the habit of rising early, even though hold on this rope."
This the cowboy was willing to do.
there was nothing particular on hand.
When he had Hop so he could not rise to his feet without
Aftor indulging in the usual morning wash the three
running the risk of being upset again, Charlie ran forward,
strolled t oward the barn to have a look at their horses.
As they were passing the bunk-house a cowboy came out and picking up the pail, emptied the watoc upon the Chinaman's head .
·
·
and bade them a cheery good morning.
"There, you foolish heathen!" he exclaimed, triumphantly.
Then a grin showed upon his face, and looking at Wild
"I reckon that will sorter bring you to your senses. Got
in a hesitating way, he said :
drunk, eh? All right, yo u keep doin' '. t an' you'll see wliat
"One of your heathens is in here."
"Is that so?" came the quick reply. "It's Hop, I suppose. " you'll come out."
Hop was blinded and half smothered by the water, and
"Yes, h e stayed with us all night. Had quite a time here. "
could make no reply just then.
"Any gambling done?"
But the cowboy let · go the rope, and it was not long before
"A little, but he gave back all the money he won."
the victim of Charlie's joke removed it from his ankle, and
"You must have had some liquor here; then."
"That's jest it, but I didn't fetch it h ere. One of our new then getting upon his feet, he made a bee-line in the direcmen what just come to work at tne ranch the first of the tion of the house.
Laughing over the incident, Wild, Charlie and Jim strolled
month won a pig a~ a raffle over at Short Creek yisterday, an'
he sold the pig an bought a lot of whisky with some of the down to the river-bank.
I n the few short hours that had elapsed since th ey last
money. He come here with It about ten o'clock last night
an' we had a mighty lively time of it. I r eckon Hop must looked upon it the river had lowered so much that it would
have drunk a little too much, 'cause he's sleepin' yet In one be readily noticed.
But the current was still very strong, and it would have
of the bunks."
been a pretty good swimmer who could reach the other side
Cheyenne Charlie was listening to this eagerly.
without a desperate struggle.
"I'll fix the heathen all right!" he exclaimed, and then he
"By to-morrow mornin' I r eckon it will be a wqole lot
looked at the young deadshot questioningly.
lower, Wild," the scout observed, as he pointed to t~e mtt,rk
"Don't hurt him, Charlie," Wild said, with a shake of the where the highest point showed.
head. ··It's useless to try and reform Hop. I've tried until
.. That's right, Charlie. It doesn't take very long after
l 'm tired of it. If it were not that he was such a valuable the rain ceases to fall. Of course there's a lot of water to
fellow and has so lnany good points, he would have been dis- run down from the mountains, but a great deal of it soaks
charged long ago. But as It is, we have got to look over his up quickly, and the hot sun helps it along a whole lot. But
faul't.s. You can rouse him and hustle him about a bit. But are you thinking of going over to the other side?"
don't hurt him."
"I don't know but what we might have to go there," and
"You know blamed well I wouldn't hurt him, Wild. I think the scout shrugged his shoulders.
too much of him for that. Ever since the first time he saved
''You think probably that Senor Castine will give us cause
my life I've had a strong notion for th'e heathen. But I can't to go there?"
helP' pickin' at him an' havin' fun with him when I git the
"He might if he has his own way about it."
chance. He's piled l t on me so much, that I've got to be that
"Pshaw!" exclaimed Jim, laughi ngly, "I reckon we can
way. I s'pose if I do have some fun with him now h e'll git take care of that fellow all right. He will hardly have
square with me afore I'm two days older. But it's all right. enough nerve to show up here again, while we are here at
I'm goln' to yank him out of that bunk an' give him a good least."
surprise. Jest watch me."
"You -can't tell nothln' about it, Jim. Look at the nerve he
The scout promptly led the way into the bunk-house.
showed yisterday," and Charlie shook his head. "That sneak
He saw a lariat hanging to a peg on the >yall, and wit.q a of a gr easer Is jest the kind what's apt to make trouble.
nod of satisfaction took it down and then looked a round for Most likely he's putty well fixed In the way of money, a.n' he
the sleeping Chinaman.
thinks he kin do as he pleases around here."
"Let him go ahead, Ch arlie, " Young Wild West said, in his
It was not difficult to find him.
In a bunk that was about in the center of the long r ow ~~~{s:.nd easy way, and then he turned his steps toward thEj
across the back of the building Hop lay, his mouth wide open
and one of his feet hanging over the side.
His partners followed, and they had not been there more
Charlie stepped softly up, and took a hitch about the sleep- than five minutes when breakfast was announced in readiing Chinaman's ankle.
ness.
Then paying out the rope, he walked to the door, the rest
How Stella had prepared It so quickly they did not qulte
1
followin g.
•
understand, since they had seen nothing of her when they
It happened that the cowboy who had informed them of left the house.
the Chinaman's presence was the only one there at the time.
But Hoss explained, with a laugh, that his wife had been
He looked on, an expectant grin on his face.
.up quite a little time before he was himself, and that with
"Now, then!" exclaimed the scout, as he made rea,d y to the assistance of the woman servant she had gone right ahead
pull upon the rope, "watch him bounce out of that bunk."
with the preparations for breakfast. ·
Then he gave a sudden pull back, and a yell of alarm rang
The girls had showed up, too, aIJ.d as they were rea.dy
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they all went into the cosy, old-fashioned dining-room and
I I
were soon enjoying the morning meal, such as only hungry
CHAPTER V.
perscns used to a life in the open air can.
As soon as he hat.! finished eating the scout made his way
THE SEXOP. LA YB lllS PLANS.
to the kitchen.
If Young Wild West or any of the rest who set out for
There was a broad grin on his face when he saw Hop and
Short Creek had taken the trouble to look across the river
Wing sitting at a table with Mike and the woman servant.
"\Vell, Hop,., he said, his grin broadening, "I r eckon that before they started they might have caught sight of Senor
li ttle sousin' an' pullin' around you got done yer a heap of Castine, for the villainous Mexican was upon the hill watching what took place about the ranch closely.
good, didn't it?"
He had ridden there on horseback, and could easily have
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Maybe me gittee square
been seen before he dismounted.
some timee."
But once he had got upon the ground and led his horse
"Oh;-you'll try to, most likely. But I'll be on the watch for
yer, an' don't you forgit it. There's one thing I'm goin' to behind some bushes he crept back and lay down, keeping a
tell yer right now. You have got to let up a little on th_e sharp watch across the river.
When he saw Young Wild West and his partners ride away
tang!efoot business. The first thing you know you'll be a
regular drunkard, an' then there won't be no way to stop yer with the girls he gave a nod of satisfaction.
But he ·did not go yet, and finally the Chinaman rode away,
from ruin."
and then a short time after Hoss Thompson and his wife.
Hop smiled blandly at this, and winking at the scout,
"Very good!" the senor exclaimed, nodding his head in a
changed the subject quickly by saying:
satisfied way. "Now is the time to make a raid on tbe
.. My blother no gittee dlunk, so be."
house, and then capture the golden-haired senorita a little
"No, he's got a lot more sense than you."
later on. I am taking a big risk, b~t I think it's worth it.
"Whattee mattee?" Wing asked, for he knew right away I'll go and get my men here without delay."
that Hop was picking upon him for the purpose of hl!-ving
He had also taken notice that there were no cowboys to
some fun with him. .. Me mindee business, so be."
be seen anywhere about, and this made it certain that the
This caused the peon and the woman to laugh.
premises were actually in charge of one lazy Mexican and
Mike had got all over his anger, and he was just as friendly a woman servant.
with Hop as he had ever been.
How easy it would be then to raid the house!
Still, he liked to see him made the butt of a joke.
But Senor Castine had an end in view in doing that.
He did not know what had happened a short time before,
What he wanted to · do was to get his men, as he called
and he at once began questioning Charlie about it.
them, together, and promise them that they might have all
But the scout did not give him a great deal of informa- the loot they could secure if they would assist him in catchti on, for he really did not have a great deal of use for the ing Arietta, so she might be conveyed across the river and
hidden somewhere until he could gain her consent to become
greaser.
bride.
Finding that he could not have any fun with the two hisThe
rode down to the level ground below the hill that
heathens, he went back and found Wild, Jim and the girls frontedsenor
the river-bank, and then turned and followed a course
taking things easy in the big front room of the house.
rt was a fine morning, and the cooling breeze that had th&t was partly parallel to the stream, going to the north·
started. up at daylight had not yet ceased, so it was pleasant west.
"When he had traversed a distance of perhaps two miles A
enough inside the house.
rather small adobe house t>howed up upon the fiat land close
"What are you goin' to do this mornin', Wild?" Charlie to the river.
asked, for he was itching to get out and do something.
Before it was a solitary palm, while behind it were innumer.. I thought about taking a ride over to Short Creek," was able bushes and low but thick-branched trees.
the reply. "There are a lot of people over there who would
The house seemed to be unoccupied, but that made no difl:Je glad to see us."
(erence to the senor.
.. All right, that wlll jest suit me. Is the gals goin', too?"
He seemed to know exactly what he was doing and what
.. I don't know. I haven't asked them yet."
he would find when he got there .
"By all means we'll go," Arietta spoke up.
He rode up and approached it from the rear, his horse
.. Of course," chimed m Anna and Eloise.
following a path that led directly to a door in the back of the
That settled it without Jim having a word to say about it, little building.
bu t of course he was satisfied, for anywhere that Eloise
The sounds he made attracted the attention of someone in·
wanted to go he was more than willing to accompany her.
side, for out came a rascally-looking Mexican, wearing an
Half an hour later their horses were saddled and brought attire that had once no doubt been quite elabol'ate, though
to the door of the house.
now it was torn and bedraggled and dark stains could be seen
Stella ha.d an errand for the girls to do for her, and as they upon the trousers.
"Good morning, Mike," the senor said, speaking in Spanish.
all wanted to go to the postoffice they figured that it would
The face of the Mexican lighted up as he returned the
be fine to take the five-mile ride to the lazy little village, and
salute.
then return before noon.
;'I've got a job for you, Mike," Castine went on to say, as
Hop ·wah was watching when they rode up, and they had
not been gone more than ten minutes before he saddled his he dismounted. "I heard you say the other da,y that you
didn't Intend to remain here very long, since you were suspiebald broncho and struck out in the same direction. •
.. There goes that heathen," Hoss Thompson said to his wife, pected of being the leader of the raiders who have been makand he shrugged his shoulders and shook his head. "I'll ing trouble for people on both sides of the river."
.. That is right, senor," Mike answered, with a shrug of the
bet he's bent on havin' a high old time over at the Creek.
Most likely he'll have it, too, 'cause Mexican Joe knows him shoulders. ''I'm going to leave here to-morrow or the next
putty well, an' will let him do anything he wants to in his day for good. The Rurales will be after me very soon now,
and the rangers on the other side of the river want me, too.
whisky-mill. I wish I was goin' over myself."
.. Why didn't you go with 'em?" Stella asked, looking at him I have made a very bad reputation, senor."
The villain laughed as though he was really proud of it,
sh arply.
·
and Senor Cai;t!ne nodded approvingly.
"Well, I knowed you was too busy, an' I didn't want to go
"Do you think you could find anything worth while taking
wit !tout you, especially when the gals was along."
"All right, you go an' git the horses ready, an' we'll start if ,you made a raid upon Buckhorn a couple of m!les below
out right now. I reckon I ain't -so busy but what I kin go here?•· Castine asked, after a short silence.
"Yes, yes," came the eager reply.
out for a little enjoyment this mornin'. Anyhow, them gals
"Well, you'll never have a better time than right now, for
is all hustlers, an' they'll help me out in any work that's to
there is no one there but the servant and the lazy fellow
be done when we git back."
who bears the same name as you do. But wait. There may
"Hooray!" cried Hoss, and then he was not long in getting be a Chinaman there. I believe there were two with Young
the two horses ready.
Wild West."
They both set out less than ten minutes after Hop had
'·Young Wild West!" exclaimed the greaser desperado, showdepartcd, so the ranch house was. left in charge of the ser-1 ing no little surprise. "Is he liere now?··
vant and Mike and Wing, the cowboys all being away at the
"He came to Buckhorn Ranch yester{lay afternoon, but
time.
·
just now he's away. He went with all his friends, and Thomp-
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son and his wife rode a way soon after , as well as one of the
China men. I b,ave an idea th ey are going over t o Short
Creek. "
" You t hink it would be safe to make a raid, then? " Mike
asked.
.. I certainly do. Now let me t ell you· why I suggested this.
With Young Wild West ther e ls a very pretty senorita. She
has hair like gold , and eyes as blue as the azure of the
sky. I want her, Mike. If you and your men catch h er for
me, and deliver her to my house, I'll consider it a favor.
What you w111 get for doing the favor is what you find in the
house at Buckhorn."
"Good!" exclaimed the desperado, clapping hls h a nds gleefully. "We'll raid the house right now, and then get r eady
to ride away to the hllls In the back co untry. We' ll get ' the
girl for you, too, senor. We'll ge t her if we have to klll
Young Wild West. I have seen the American boy, but I am
not afraid t ha t h e will shoot me, t hough I k now h e can shoot
without missing. But I can shoot, too, an d he pa tted the butt
of th e big r evolver that hung at his hip.
"I know you can shoot, Mike. You can do almost anything,
when It comes· to the point. Now, then, I have told you all I
know. Ther e's no one at the house who would prevent you
from making the rail at a ll, a n d Young Wild West and the
rest have gone off in the direction of the Cree;k. The qui cker
you get your men toge ther, the better it wlll be. You had
better see to it that all are mask ed. I'll r emain on this side
of the river until you have taken what you want from the
house. Then I am going t o cross and ride straight to Short
Creek. I have a little business ther e, anyhow, and it wlll
give me a chance to see how things go on . You can' t make
a mistake In the Sen orita, for she has golden ha ir and blue
eyes, as I just told you, and she rides a white broncho.
Here, I'll give you a hundred dollars as a present. That will
make you fe el more like going ahead with the business I
have told you about."
Mike was delighted to r eceive the money, and he kissed
·the senor's hand, showing that he bad the greatest of r espect
for him.
Then he invited Castine to go int o the house, but the invitation was not accepted.
"You are sure no one is at the house but the servant and
Mike?"
"Quite sure, though as I said, there may be a Chinaman
there. But he won't be much in the way."
~No, " and the desperado shook his head and again touched
his revolver.
"How long will it take you to get the men you n eed?"
~rn one hour I can have them and be at the ranch."
"An hour, eh? Well, I don't know as I need to wait that
long. I am sure you wm · go ahead and make the raid all
right, for it is all to your advantage. I think I'll ride a little
further up along the river, wher e there's a good place to cross,
and then go right on t o Short Cr eek ."
"Si, senor, " and Mike saluted -as Castine turned abruptly
to his horse.
Without saying anything more h e mounted and rode on, following the course of the river.
It was not lon g before he came to a swampy piece of land
wher e the trees wer e very thick.
But ther e was a path t hat turned away from the swamp,
and when he had foll owed this fo r a couple of miles he saw
the broad prairie land befor e him.
Another mile and he was upon the r egular trail that led to
Short Creek fr om the differ ent ranches that lay along the
level stretch near the Rio Grande.
The senor had succeeded in finding a ehallow place, and
had scarcely wet his feet in gettin g across.
He was attired in a very gay fashion, and with a cleanshaven face, save for the h eavy mustach e, he presented somewhat of a dash ing appearance.
But Castine prided himself on his good' looks, anyway, and
as he struck out at a lope over th e trail he twisted the ends
of his must ach e and thought of what a fine picture he would
make with the American senorita standing at his side, her
hand upon his shoulder.
When he was n early to the vlllage h e met a ranchman who
lived about ten miles further down the stream than Buckhorn Ranch.
He knew the ma n quite well, since he had talked to him
about the proposed ferry.
Both halted, and the subject was promptly brought up by
the ranchman.
''Have you seen Young Wild West, senor?" came the query.
"Yes, I saw him yesterday afternoon," was the reply.
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"What does he th ink abo ut the ferry ?"
" He will not pay a nything toward t he project."
"Well, I won't either, then. I was leaving it t o him. H e's
over at th e Cr eek now. I seen him there, but I di dn't have
t ime to ta lk t o him. I'm goin' to stop at Buckh orn this afternoon, t hough. Maybe it's all right if we don't have no ferry,
'cause I've been t hinkin' that none of us would use it much,
anyhow."
"Ver y well, senor," Castine answer ed, politely. "I may
build the scows a nd put t he cable across at my own expense.
Young Wild West has given me perm ission to do tha t, and
also a right to drive my cattle over his land t o the t r ail. "
"Well, if it's goin' to benefit you any, I don't see why you
don't do It yourself," and so saying the r anchman r ode on.
The senor smiled in a savage sort of way, fo r r eally he h~ d
been bent on getting the fe rry throug!f an d making those of
the American side pa y for half the cost.
But he had someth ing in view just now, and h e was quite
willing t o let the matter drop for a while.
As he rod e into the lazy little village he saw the horses
of our friends ti ed in front of the general store.
Thinking they all must be inside, he turned and halted in
fron t of the public house th at was k ept by a ma,n callerl Mexican J oe, though r eally ther e was not a drop of Mexican blood
in his veins.
But he had lived so long with Mexicans tha t h e had taken
to their lazy ways, and probably that is why he came by the
nickname.
1
It was not a very big place that he kept , t hough Mexican
Joe called it a saloon.
Really it was ha rdly more than a shanty, but it was a mply
large enou gh fo r him to do what business ther e was to be
done in such a locality.
His patrons wer e principally cowboys, for it was seldom
that a stranger came that way, unless it might be someone
on th eir way to a ranch for the purpose of buying cattle.
The senor had become quite well known th er e, th ough the
first time he had shown himself at Short Creek was less than
six months befor e.
A burst of laughter sounded as he enter ed the door, and
then he saw the Chinaman h e had noticed ri ding away sh ortly
a fter Young Wild West and th e r est left Buckhorn Ra nch
standing at the little 1 bar with half a dozen men ga ther ed
about him.
The proprietor was behind the bar, and seeing the newcomer ns he came in, he called out sharply:
" Good mornin g, senor. "
"Velly nicee morning, senor," the China man spoke up, as
he pushed his way past those standing ab out and put out
his hand to Castine.
"Caramba!" exclaimed ., the Mexican, h is face darkening.
"How dare you offer me your hand, a gentleman with blue
blood In his veins?"
"You allee samee gottee blue blood? " Hop ask ed, innocently,
at the same time affecting to "be gr eatly surprised.
"Hold on, senor, " Mexican Joe exclaimed, as h e came hurriedly from behind the ba r. "II'hat heathen is a ll r ight. He
don't mean no ha rm. He's .Young Wild West's Clever
Chinee."
"I've seen the Chinaman before," the senor r et or ted, coolly.
··r want nothing to do with him. He is beneath my notice."
"Allee light, senor," Hop spoke up, bla ndl y. "You velly
muchee mad. You no likee poor Chinee. You likee um
gleaser velly muchee."
"Get out of my sight!" cried Castine, almost losing control
of himself. "I feel like shooting you."
Hop stepped back a little, and then facing him, smiled
blandly and retorted:
"Maybe you alle samee feelee likee stickee knife in me, so
be. Lat way um gleasers do."
If it had not been for Mexican Joe the probabilit ies are that
the senor 1*ght have done something that he would have
been sorry for.
But the proprietor was a powerful man, even though he
was very lazy.
He grabbed Castine by the arms, and pulled him back into
a chair.
"Set right there, senor," he said, half commandingly.
"Ther e ain't goln' to be no rumpus In my place, not this
morning. That heathen ls all right, as I jest told you. I
know you putty well, an' I like to have you come in an' spend
a llttle money ·wlth me. B ut jest as quick as you pull a gun
or a knife on Hop somethin' will happen to you. I don't care
if you are very rich an' have got bluci blood In your veins.
You hear what I say."
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"Pardon, senor. I have made a mistake, and I am sorry."
" That's the way to talk. Now, then, jest to smooth things
over nice, I'm goin' to treat. What are you goin' to have?"
"Me takee lille tanglefoot," Hop called out, loudly. "Hip
hi, hollay ! Me velly smartee Chinee .."
The senor looked daggers at him, but he now had his temper under control, and he seemed content to bide his time.
Cer tainly if he got the chance he would make It very warm
for t he clever Chinec.
He consented to take a drink, and Mexican Joe, glad of
h aving avoided hostilities, put out the bottle and glasses for
all hands.
But Hop was not through with the senor quite yet.
He had heard enough of the conYersati-0n at the ranch
house to understand pretty well that Wild and his friends despised the Mexican.
·
That was quite eno\1gh to make him feel the sa!Ile way toward him, even though there had been no interfer ence on his
»i.rt when the fight took place in front of the bunk-house.
The clever Chinee made up his mind right then and there
to blow up the senor, even though he caused a whole lot of
t~u ble for Mexican Joe.
When they had all taken their drinks Hop nodded to the
senor and said:
"Me go out now. Me no wantee makee tlouble. Me velly
goodee Chinee."
The proprietor see:ned a bit surprised, but was quite willing
to let him go, so Hop departed by way of the back door of
the buil ding.
Once outside he drew a big firecracker from his pocket, and
then puffed at the cigar he was smoking so there would be a
good live coal at the end.
'l'hls done, he slipped . cautiously around the building and
dropi.' ing upon his hands and knees, crept under an open
window.
He knew the senor was sitting right close to this, and · he
meant to light the firecracker and place it under his chl).ir
if it cou ld possibly be done.
He listened to them talking inside for a minute, and then
raised his head cautiously aI).d took a look. ·
The senor was looking toward the bar and talking at the
same time.
Hop gave a nod of satisfaction and ~uickly lighted the fus e
of the cracker.
Then he raised from the ground again, and seing that the
way was clear, reached over and placed the cracker directly
under the Mexican's chair.
This done, he slipped around to the rear again, and entered
the bar room.
" Me forg!ttee somethling, Misler Joe," he called out. "Me
wan tee-"
That was as far as he got, for a loud report sounded and the
senor went up from his chair with a leap, hls head striking
the r ather low ceiling.

when they saw him riding right past them they decided to
let him go on.
"Hip bi, hoolay!" the clever Chinee shouted. "Me go to
Short Cleek, so be."
,
"Go on, you foolish heathen," the scout shouted, "an' just
see to it that you behave yourself."
But it is doubtful if Hop heard the last of what he said, for
he was going at a gallop.
Our friends were not long In reaching the village, and when
they got there they saw Hop's steaming broncho tied to a
tree close to the shanty hotel that was kept by Mexican Joe.
They rode on past the place, and halted before the general
store.
They all dismounted, and when the horses were tied they
went inside to shake hands with the proprietor, whom they
knew very well.
Some of the villagers had seen them ride up, and they came
flocking to the store.
The r esult was that for the next ten minutes they had all
they could dQ to exchange greetings with the people they
had not seen in three or four months.
Finally Wild suggested to Charlie and Jim that they leave
the girls in th e store to make what purchases they wanted,
while they went over to Mexican Joe's for a few moments.
This was agreeable, so the three were not long in reaching the hotel.
Nearly everyone there !mew them, and a cheer went up
as they came in.
Hop was making himself at home.
He was sitting at a table with half a dozen men gathered
about him listening to something he was telling them.
Charlie interrupted the story by running over and grabbing the Chinaman by his queue.
He pulled him over to the door, and then looking at him
sternly, exclaimed:
"Now, then, heathen, you have got to drink ginger-pop this
mornin'. I'm goin' to make yer be a t emperance feller."
"Allee light, Misler Charlie," was the meek reply. "Me
allee samee goodee Chinee. Me no llkee tanglefoot some
more."
"Give him a whole bottle of ginger-pop, Joe. I'll see to It
that he drinks every drop of it."
Hop did not like this very well, but evidently he thought It
best to do as Charlie said.
He forced a smile, and declared that he was ready to drink
as much ginger-pop as the scout wanted him to.
Wild called all hands up, and though no doubt nearly all of
them would have drank something stronger, they took the
same · as he did, which was the soft drink called ginger-pop
that 'Mexican Joe did quite a business with.
"A r eal temperance crowd this mornin'," the proprietor
said, with a grin. "But the boys all know that you an' Jim
don't take nothln' strong, Wild. That shows what they
think of yer when they take the same as you do."
"I didn't tell them what they should drink," the boy answered, with a smile.
CHAPTER VI.
"I know yer didn't, an' so do they know it. But they're
jest showin' yer that they're willin' to drink what you do."
Tll!; SicXOR PUTS UP sdME MONEY ON HIS HORSE.
"All right. Here's good health to all hands," and the boy
drained his glass.
Young Wild West rode along leisurely with his partners
Hop had quite a time of It getting away with the drink that
a nd the girls, for they were in no particular hurry to reach was not altogether to his liking.
the village.
But he managed to do so, for he was watching the scout,
A five-mile r ide was not considered much by any of them, and he lmew that if he went back on it it would be forced
since t hey were In the habit of being all day in the saddle.
upon him.
When they were perhaps a mile away from Short Creek and
"Lat velly goodee, Misler Charlie," he declared, with a sigh
could see the cluster of buildings quite plainly hoof-beats of relief, as he put the glass back on the bar. "Now Jen, me
sounded behind them.
havee lillee tanglefoot, so be. Lat allee samee takee um
It was but natural that they should all turn to see who tastee outtee my mouth."
was coming.
This caused the scout to laugh in spite of himself.
"Gr eat gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie. "It's· that
"There ain't no use, Wild," he said, turning to the young
foo l of a heathen, Wild."
I deadshot, "I was tryin' to r eform him, but when he says he
" So it is, Charlie," was the reply. "Well, I suppose it's all wants a drink of tanglefoot to take the taste of the gingerright. There's nothing for him to do while we're stopping at pop out of his mouth, it shows putty plain that he's a goner.
the r anch, and if he wants to come over to the village he's He won't never reform."
·
welcome to do so."
"He knows what he can expect if he disgraces himself by
" But you know what he'll be up to about as soon as he gits getting too much liquor in his system," was the reply.
there."
I "Lat light, Misler Wild. Me no g!ttee dlunk, so be. Me
"Ob, he probably may make a little fun for somebody. But goodee Chinee. Me go to Sunday School in 'Flisco."
h e is pretty well known in Short Creek, so It's hardly likely 1 There was a general laugh at this, and then Hop showed
that he'll get Into any trouble."
that h e had plenty of money with him.
It was Hop, sure enough.
I1 Wild and )lis partners each took a cigar, and the rest to a
H e had kept his horse going at a good clip, and as he now man called for the !lame Hop was taking.
rode up he did not slacken the pace a bit.
I Then for about half an hour Wild and his partners re_The r est had brought their horses down to a walk, but mained there talking with Mexican Joe and the rest, and
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questions as to where they had been and what adventures
"You're right, Joe. But what reason did he have for ca.us' had befallen them.
ing the explo&ion here?"
They finally left the place and went back to the store.
"I don't know, unless it was 'cause the senor started to
The girls were there yet, and were being entertained by . make the trouble. for him a little while ago."
the proprietor's wife and two daughters.
1 "Ah! the senor is responsible for it, then, is he?" and the
But what was their surprise to find Hoss Thompson and . boy turned and looked sharply at the victim of the China·
his wife there, too.
·
1man's joke.
"When did you get here?" Wild asked, looking at Stella
Castine accepted the towel that was offered him by the prosharply.
prietor, and did not make a reply untll he had wiped and
"About half an hour ago," was the reply. "Hoss felt as dri ed his face.
though he sorter wanted to take a ride over here, an' when he
Then smiling just as though he had not been surprised,
said somethln' about It I told him I could go, too. We seen I much less offended by what had happened, he put out his hand
Hop go, an' as I knowed the gals would help me a little when and said:
we got back, it's all right."
"Good morning, Young Wild West. I'm glad to see you."
"We wouldn't have been far behind yer if Stella's horse
But the boy did not notice the hand, and the flash in his
hadn't throwed a shoe," Thompson spoke up. "A nan done a eye should have told the senor that he had better go easy.
l!ttie damage to the hoof, an' It took me quite a little while to
"You have a grudge against me, I can see that," the senor
fix things up. But we got here all right, an' when I found declared, shaking his head as though he felt sorry. "But I
that you an' Charlie an' Jim was over at Joe's I wanted am not the man who can hold a grudge. Whatever little d!fto go there right away. But Stella, she said no, so I stayed ference there may have been between us is over now. I am
right here."
willing to render any sort of an apology you may see fit to
'"l'hat's the way to do, Hoss, " the scout said, with a grin. demand."
"Whatever your wife wants you to do you oughter do it."
"I aon't want any apology, senor, so don't trouble yourself
"Well, she's generally the boss, anyhow," and Hoss grinned about that. What I want to know is how you came to be the
broadly.
I victim of the Chinaman's joke."
Upon inquiry Wild learned that the girls had not made a
"I didn't know that the Chinaman played the joke on me,"
single purchase yet.
Castine declared, acting as though he was surprised.
They had been so busy talking with old friends that they
"Well, Joe says he did, and though I didn't see it, I am
had really forgotten what they came to the store for.
1quite sure that he dld myself. Now, just explain it, and if the
Jim Dark broke up the conversation somewhat, for the Chinaman is In the wrong, I'll see to it that he's punished
wanted some cartridges, and the proprietor at once left the right away."
gathering to wait upon him.
"Wbattee mattee, Misler Wild?"
Then bis wife undertook the task of attending to the girls
The question. came· fr.om Hop himself, who had entered and
and supplying them with what they needed.
w~.s .standing right behmd the young deadshot.
Wild Charlie and Hoss took seats at the rear of the store
I m trying to find out why you caused all the trouble In
and pu ffed away on their cigars while they waited.
' he.;e by setting off a big firecracker."
A bout t en minutes passed, and then Hoss, who was uneasy
Me no understandee, Misler Wlld. Me no do somethl!ng."
about something, leaned over and whispered to the scout:
"Shet up, heathen !".exclaimed the scou~, angrily. "I lmow
1
"Say Charlie let's go over to Joe's. We'll go on out by the blamed well you done it. Now if you don t tell why you done
baclr V:ay."
'
it you'll git a mighty good lickin' in less thi!n two minutes."
"All right. I reckon we might as well. That fool of a
"Maybe Misler Joe tellee allee 'boutee," suggested Hop, as
heathen's over there. It's a wonder we ain't heard some- he k ept an eye upon the scout, so he could get out of his way
thin' from him afore this."
in case it were necessary.
The words were scarcely out of Charlie's mouth when a
"All I kin say about it Is that the senor didn't seem to like
loud r eport sounded.
Hop the minute he come in here," the proprietor answered.
"There!" he exclaimed, nodding his head delightedly. "It's ~fie 0 t ~i~~~Y mad at him, ,~n· I s'pose he would have shot
come now. Hop has set off a firecracker or somethi!l', an' I'll
:;1
a t ~topped him.
,,
bet all I'm worth on it. Let's go over an' see what's the matI a not a~ a 1 surprised at that, Joe, said Wild, nodding
ter...
his head for him to go on. "Tell us the rest."
This was a good excuse for Hoss to get away from his wife,
"Well, there ain't an awful lot to tell. The senor sorter
so he followed the scout outside.
was pacified, an' then I thought everything was all right.
Wild and Jim ran to the front door, and as they looked Hop went out, an' come in ag'ln In a minute or two. J est as
h e got in there was a loud report, an' the senor bumped his
across the street they saw Hop standing a short distance from head into the cellln', He got mussed u'p a whole lot, an' the
Mexican Joe's shanty, acting as though he was very much de- gang all run out, as if they was half scared to death. I
lighted over something.
knowed ri ght away that Hop had played a trick, so I stayed
Those who had been in the place were outside, too, but hero an' waited till the smoke got out. Then I helped the
Mexican Joe must have been inside, for they saw nothing senor to his feet, an' got a basin with some water in it an'
of him.
a towel, so he could wash the black from his face."
Smoke was coming from one of the windows, and it looked
"Well, I don't approve of Hop doing things of this sort.
very much as if the building was afire.
But since the senor wanted to put an end to him, I will say
"What have you been doin', heathen?" Cheyenne Charlie that I don't blame Hop for playing tlie trick. Now, then, if
asked, as he ran up to the Chinaman, grinning broadly.
there's any damage done I'll pay for it."
"Me no undelstandee, Misler Charlie. Somethling go bang.
"'fhere ain't no damage done, Wild," Misler Joe declared
Upsettee um senor an' makee him hlttee um head on um wall. earnestly. '·The pieces of the firecracker kin be swept out
Velly stlange."
in a minute."
"What senor, heathen?"
"Very well. I'll see to it that Hop don't do anything like
"You knowee, Misler Charlie. He wantee hurtee me yes- that again, not while he's here this time, anyhow."
terd.ay."
Then the young deadshot turned to the Chinaman, and gave
"Senor Castine, eh? Is he in there?"
him a severe lecture.
"Lat light, Misler Charlie. Joe allee samee fixee uppee."
Hop promised faithfully that he would behave himself and
Wild heard what Hop said, and he started for the door be· go back to the ranch when he was told to do so.
fore Charlie had finished questioning him.
Meanwhile Senor Castine had taken a seat at the table
The men who had been in the saloon when the cracker ex- and was listening interestedly to all that was being said.
ploded a11d had run out in a hurry were now going back.
Apparently he was In the best of humor when he arose to
As Wild entered the place he saw Senor Castine washing his feet and stepped toward the bar.
his face and hands, while Mexican Joe was holding a basin
"Do you want to see a very fine horse, Young Wild West?"
for him.
he asked.
"What's the trouble, Joe?" the boy asked, in his cool and· "No," was the reply. "I am not thinking of buying any
easy way.
horses just now."
"I don't know, unless Hop done it," was the reply. "He's
.. Oh! I thought perhaps you would like to see a horse that
always up _to somethin'. But it's too bad that he's got to could run faster than anything in the way of horseflesh that
upset my place every time he comes here. Of course he al· has ever been in this section."
ways ~ys for any damage what's done, but that ain't the . "I saw that horse a little wh!le ago. He is standing across
thing."
'the street in front of the store."
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"No, he isn't. The horse I mean is tied to a tree right out
here."
"He means his own horse, Wild," the scout whispered.
"I know he does, Charlie," was the reply. "Let him go on,
and we'll find out what he's up to."
"I heard Senor Thompson say you had a sorrel stallion
that was the best horse that ever lived,'' went on the senor,
smilingly. "I didn't believe you had at the time, and since
you have shown yourself so aggressive to me, I am willing to
wage r a hundred dollars that I have a better horse than you
have."
"I'll take that bet!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, leaping
forward quickly.
"Me, too, Misler Charlie," Hop added, as he drew a roll of
bills and held it over his head.
"Ha!" exclaimed the senor. "The sorrel must be a wonderful horse, since so many are ready to back him."
"Don't bet with him, Charlie,'' Wild advised. "I am dead
certain that he hasn't a horse that is as good as Spitfire."
"But he wants to bet, Wild."
"'I' bat don't say that you have got to bet with him."
. "Take a good look at my horse, and maybe you'll change
your mind, Senor West," the Mexican said, as he walked out
of the place. "Don't think it is the one I came across the
river with yesterday afternoon. The horse I have with me ls
a thoroughbred, and I am certain that he can outrun your
sorrel."
Wild became interested in spite of himself, and he went out
with the r est to have a look at the horsa
It was a good-looking bay that was tied to a tree near the
building, and any ordinary judge of horseflesh would have
pronounced it to be a thoroughbred.
"Wild, if you'll ride a race with him I'll put up that money,''
the scout said, urgingly .
.. All right, Charlie,'' was the reply. "I suppose it wouldn't
do for me to back down after receiving such a challenge.
I'll race the senor from here to Buckhorn Ranch when we are
ready to start."
"Agreeable!" exclaimed Castlno, delightedly.
Then baclr he went into the shanty, and pulling a bag from
his pocket, showed that he had plenty of money.
He made a wager of a hundred with Charlie, and tJ:i,en with
Hop.
"Does anyone else want to put up any money that I don't
beat Young Wild West to Buckhorn Ranch?" he asked, looking around in a tantalizing way.
It was seldom that our hero made a wager, and wh1'le he
was tempted to do so now, he overcame it and said nothing.
Jim Dart was like him in this r espect, so as no one else
cared to put up any money, Mexican Joe took the stakes and
the two wagers were duly made.
1

CHAPTER

VII.

THE RACE IS II.ALF RU!\.

Young Wild West was in no hurry to start back to Buckhorn Ranch.
But he was really anxious to show Senor Castine that Spitfire was better than his horse.
He looked across the street and saw that the girls were
standing in front of the store.
But they were busy talking to half a dozen women and
girls who had congregated there to meet them as they came
out.
Wild came over to them and getting close to Arletta, said:
"Are you in a hurry to go back to the ranch?"
"Why, no,'' the girl answered. "You are not thinking of
going yet, are you? We have just been invited to go and see
a very sick woman who lives a short distance away."
.. All right, Et. Go ahead and see the sick woman, then. I
am going to have a little race with the senor. Charlie and
Hop have put up some money on me."
''Look out for him, Wild. He may be planning something,"
warned Arlet-ta.
"That's all right, !lttle girl. You can bet that I'll look out
for him. Dut he really b.as a very fino horse, and I have no
doubt but that he thinks he can beat Spitfire:
"Don't let him do that, W!ld."
The boy laughed as though ho thougllt this was a joke, and
then he promptly went bacl!; to the front. 0£ Mc::!can Joe's
place, where there was quite a c1·owd standing.

"Senor," he said, as he approached Castine, "when do you
want to have this race?"
"The sooner the better," was the reply.
"Well, it happens that we arc not ready to go back to the
ranch yet, so suppose we ride the five miles by going out two
and a half and then coming back, making the finish here."
"That will suit me," and the senor nodded approvingly and
smiled.
"Very well. Probably you can think of some landmark
along the trail that ls about half way."
"The point of the woods that comes out from the swamp
is about half way, I should think."
"Yes, just about. All right, we'll ride to the point of the
woods, cross the path that comes out there, and then turn
and ride back here.
"Is that satisfactory?"
"Perfectly satisfactory, Senor West."
'·Very well, then. Whenever you are ready we'll start."
"I am r eady now."
"So am I. Come on."
Both started' for their horses, and then Cheyenne Charlie
went for his.
"Is it necessary to have a friend to follow you, Senor
West?" the senor asked, afl'.ecting surprise.
"I don't know as it ls. But what difference w111 it make It
everyone here follows behind us?"
"No difference, probably. But it would seem to me that we
could ride two and a half miles and back without having
someone to watch us to see if we went the exact distance
or not."
"You think that way, eh, senor?" and the young deadshot
laughed l!ghtly.
"Oh, it doesn't matter to me which way we have it."
.. See here," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, sharply, "you don't
think that Wlld's afraid to go with yer alone, do yer? I
know you're nothin' but a sneakin' greaser, an' that you feel
like puttin' a knife in his ribs, but that don't say that he's
afraid of you doin' it. He kin take care of himself all right,
an' I r eckon if you try to do anything that's out of the way
you'll git a bullet through yer."
.. Senor, this is all uncalled for," cried Castine, acting in an
injured way. "You have no right to put me down as low
as all that. I am a man of honor."
"Funny old honor/' sneered the scout. "But go on an' have
your old race. I'll bet yer another hundred that Wild will
beat yer."
"I'll have to take the wager,'' and the senor promptly produced a hundred dollars.
Mexican Joe was again called to be stake-holder, for Charlie
was not long in covering the money.
This made two hundred dollars he had put up on the race,
and with Hop's hundred the senor was due to lose three
hundred iE the sorrel stallion proved to be the better of the
two horses.
\
Everyone there thought he was, though they were all willing to admit that the senor's horse was a good one.
It was decided that the two should ride out for the trial to
th'e point that had been mentioned, and then return, with no
one accompanying them.
It took but a very short time to get ready for the race.
Both Wild and the senor looked to their saddle-girths, and
then mounted.
"Joe,'' our hero said, nodding to the owner of the shanty
hotel, ·•you just fire a shot to start us off."
"All right, say when you're ready, Wlld."
The .two rode up to an imaginary line directly in front of
Joe's place, and then both called out that they were ready.
Crack!
Mexican Joe's revolver spoke sharply, and away went the
two horses like an arrow from the bow.
The bay steed showed great willingness, and before they
had gone two hundred feet he was slightly in the lead.
vVild's partners and the rest of the crowd waved their
hats and cheered the young deadshot on, but he never once
looked back.
He was quite willing to let the senor get several lengths
ahead of hiru, for that matter, for he knew what Spitfire
could do in a fina1 spurt.
The two thoroughbred homes thundered along over the
trail, the dust fiying,
Wild held the sorrel In sufficiently to make him drop gradually behind the senor, and it k ept this way until two miles
were covered.
The point o! the woods nt the odgo o! tho swampy land
was now alruollt straight ahead.
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But he understood that he had been marked by Mexicans,
Wild decided to get there first, so the senor could see that
he made the turn at the right spot, so no di£pute could be and this was quite eno ugh to make him understand that the
probabiliti es were that he would be killed unless something
raised afterward.
He spoke to the noble animal he was riding and patted the happened to save him.
"Why not kill the American dog and throw him in the
glossy neclr, and then Spitfire uttered a whinny and began
swamp?" suggested one of th e Mexicans.
rapidly closing th e gap.
"No, no!" cried Senor Castine, quickly. "That won't do.
The senor looked behind, and when he saw Young Wild
West gainitlg on him so easily, he probably realized for the The deed would be traced to me, and we would have the
first time that he was not going to have a very easy thing American soldiers after us inside of twenty-four hours. I
care not what you do with the boy, but take him across the
of it.
river first, and then be sure that there are no traces left of
On they went, and the half mile was rapidly lessened.
Wild passed him when the turning point was yet two hun- him."
The man seemed satisfied at what the senor said, and simdred yards ahead, and when he crossed the path that had been
mentioned and swung around Castine came up, his eyes glow- ply shrugged his shoulders and nodded assent.
Well, senor," Mike said, after a pause, ·'if we are to raid
ing like coals of fire, and his brow dark with rage.
His horse was breathing hard, too, and the young deadshot the ranch we should do it without delay, fo r when the· young
American dog's friends find that he is not coming back with
knew he had the victory won.
"Come on, senor," he called out, tantalizingly, as he reined you then they w!ll come here to look for him."
Castine thought a moment.
in the sorrel and almost brought him to a walk. "That's it.
Then he brightened up and said:
You have made the turn now. Back we go. If I don't beat
"I think you had better not make the raid to-day. Two
you in by half a mile I'll never feel like running another
of you take the boy over the river, and Mike, you aad the
race."
The boy had scarcely uttered the words when a yell sounded other can wait here in the woods. I'll roll in the dirt to
close at hand, and then out of the woods rode four Mexicans. make it appear that I was thrown from my horse, and I'll ride
One of them was swinging a lariat, and before Young Wild back and tell them that I gave up the race a mile before the
West
West coulcl realize what it all meant, the lariat whizzed turning point, and that the last I saw of Young Wild
through the air and the loop dropped over his head and he was rapidly nearing it. They'll come back after waiting
a while, and then . I want you to be ready to catch the beautishoulders.
A quick jerk and he was sprawling upon the ground, while ful senorita for m e. I'll help you out all I can, for I'll probhis horse went galloping away in the direction of Short Creek. ably be near her as we reach the woods here."
.. Very well, senor. But since we arc not to get the loot
Senor Castine reined in his horse, and then gave vent to a
from the ranch it will be well for you to pay us <iomething. '
cry of joy.
.. Mike, you know I am rich, so don't fear on that score."
He wavecl his hat, clapped his handa, and not satisfied with
"But how much will we receive?" the wily Mexican inthis, dismounted apd began to actually dance.
The fellow who had so cleverly lassoed the young deadshot sisted.
"Five hundred dollars for you to divide as you see fit."
was Mike, the greaser he had engaged to raid the ranch and
then capture Arietta.
"Good!"
Mike was delighted, and so were the other three.
Mike had been delayed a whole lot in getting his men toWild now thought it about time for him to say something.
gether, and it happened that they were riding through the
"You sneaking coyotes!" be called out, suddenly. "You're
woods for the purpose of going to the ranch when they sli.w
putting up a nice job, but you'll never carry it through.
the two racing.
put
It happened that Mike and the other greasers knew Young You may take me across the Rio Grande, but you'll never
an end to me. I know that as much as I know anything."
Wild West pretty well, or else had heard of him.
"Ha!" sneered Castine, his eyes flashing. "You miserable
Being outlaws, they were naturally down on him.
·· Senor," said Mike, when he had finished in assisting two dog of an American. How glad I am to see you as yo'..! arc
them all
of the men to disarm and bind the boy securely, "have I done now. You heaped insults upon my head, but I tookwhat
will
calmly. Now my turn has come. I don't know
right?"
rd enough
"Have you done right?" Castine echoed. "Why, nothing happen to you, Young Wild West, but You have heathat
is' not
could be better. Now you wm be in a good way to make a to make you think that you will die soon. But
my
pile of money. You must gef the American boy to the other all. I am going to force the golden-haired senorita to be
That ought ·to be
side of the river as quickly as possible. But wait. Did you bride. Think of that, Young Wild West.
pleasing to you, especially when you know you have but a
attend to the other part of your business yet?"
short time to live."
only
I
that
men
my
finding
in
long
so
was
I
senor.
··No,
This caused the helpless boy to almost lose control of himgot here just now."
self.
the
for
think,
I
it,
do
to
time
of
plenty
have
.. Well, you'll
He struggled fiercely to break his bonds, but quickly gave
boy's friends w1Il remain at Short Creek for some Uttle time
up, for he knew he was but wasting his strength.
yet. They are waiting, in fact, for us to come back, for we it
1
··You have got it all your own way now, you miserable
wer e riding a five mile race. I pitted my bay against the
anger. "But just
sorrel, because I thought he was the better of the two horses. greaser," he cried, his eyes blazing with
wait. I have friends who are good and true, and they'll win
I have three hundred dollars wagered on the result."
··Senor," said Mike, as he kicked the helpless form of the out yet."
"Pooh!" sneered the senor, and then as he thought of what
boy on the ground contemp1uously, "I am more than pleased
to get hold of Young Wild West. He has been wanted by us he had planned to do, he dropped to the ground and rollea
Mexicans for over a year, and now we have got him. Don't over in the dirt.
It seemed a ludicrous thing to do, but the senor r egarded
think that we'll hold him for a ransom, for month5 ago after
he had meddled with some business of ours on the other side 1t as necessary, and as the four Mexicans did not look upon
of the river we condemned him to die. We marked him, it as anything humorous, he mounted his horse, and then
repeated his instructions, after which he waved his hand
senor, and now we have got him."
"As you please, Mike," Castine retorted, with a shrug or a.nd rode swiftly away toward the Creek.
He had no sooner gone when Mike selected two of the men
the shoulders. ··But understand that I am no party to murto take the young deadshot across the river.
der. "
The boy's horse had gone on, but none of them seemed to
"You shall know nothing of what happens to the dog of a.n
think that this would have any bearing upon the case whatAmerican boy, senor," and Mike grinned fiendishly.
Wild had not been injured any by the fall from his horse, ever.
Wlld was picked up roughly and thrown over the back of
and he listened to everything that was said, remaining very
one of the horses.
cool.
Then the greaser mounted with him, and promptly turned
Though he had been taken completely by surprise, he had
down the path that le<!. to the river for the edge of the swamp.
not lost one bit of his nerve.
'Ifhe other followed, leaving Mike and the one he had seHe did not say anything yet, for he wanted to hear all that
lected to remain with him standing at the edge of the trail
might be said regarding him and his chances.
lfhe senor and Mike were .conversing in the Spanish tongue. by their horses.
Our hero's two captors kept right on going, 'and were not
But Wild could und erstand it quite well, for he had been so
much associated with people who speak that language that long In reachin g the river.
There happened to be a good place to ford it there, so in a
it had come to him gradually, even though he could not speak
very short time he was carried straight to the adobe shanty
1t very much himself.
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that was supposed to be the dwelling place of Mike, who was
Then as the scout rode toward him he trotted forward to
the leader of the band of Mexican outlaws.
meet him.
Into the building the helpless boy was dragged.
"What do you think of this, Jim?" Charlie said, as he came
He was thrown upon a pile of half rotten straw in a corner to a halt near the sorrel. "I reckon we know tliat• somethin'
of a rather dark room, and then a door was closed upon him. has happened now, don't we?"
"We certainly do, Charlie. Th e senor may have shot Wild.
He could easily have done that, for a shot from behind can
be fired qit!ckly, even though one is watching almost all the
time. "
·
CH.APTER VIII.
The boy's face was very pale as he said this, and the scout
paled also.
THE SENOR'S PLANS WORK WELL.
"Do you think he would dare to do anything like that?"
Charlie faltered, as he reached over and took Spitfire by the
Senor Castine rode at full speed back toward Short Creek. bridle-r ein.
When only a mile yet lay between him and Mexican Joe's
"I think he would do almost anything," was the reply.
sh'anty hotel he saw a riderless horse grazing a couple of hun- "But come on. Let's try and find out. We don't know how
dred yards from the trail.
far Spitfire has strayed from the spot where he parted with
The senor gave a start, for he at once recognized It as the Wild. Keep your eyes on the ground, Charlie."
sorrel stallion Young Wild West had been riding.
Then they rode on, the scout taking care of the sorrel.
"If I had a rifle r would shoot the horse," he muttered,
Both bad their r evolvers ready now, for they felt that they
savagely. "But I haven't, so I must keep on. It would never might meet someone to interfere with them at any time.
do to steal the horse and take it to the other side, for they
But they saw no one, and finally they r eached the spot
would search until they found it. I hope the beast will go where it had been agreed that the turn should be made.
away, so the boy's friends will not see it when they ride back
Both dismounted, and then could see as well as if they
this way."
had almost been witnesses of it that a struggle had taken
He seemed to think that in all probability such would be the place.
cMe, for he rode right on, and presently , he was so close to
Hoof-prints and foot-prints were both to be seen, while the
the village that he could see the crowd stan(ling in the middle trail was torn up in places.
.
of the street awaiting the return of the racers.
"Charlie," said Dart, with a shrug of the shoulders, "the
The senor smiled in a fiendish sort of way, for he felt that senor didn't do this alone. It strikes me that he had somethings were coming as he wanted them to.
body waiting here, and that he proposed the race purposely to
There only remained one thing to do now, and that was to get Wild into troub le."
capture the girl.
"Might have been that way, but I reckon Wild was the one
Wh!le he did not know just exactly how this would be ac- what said it would be a good idea to ride. this far an' then
compl!shed, he felt that It certainly would be done, for he make the turn."
could depend upon Mike.
"Yes, that's right, too. But it was the senor who suggested
Up he rode, and reining in his horse, he shook his head the spot where the turn should be made."
sadly and dismounted, limping painfully toward the door
"Well, both of 'em did, as far as I kin r emember. But
· of the shanty.
maybe you're right. Let's see where the sneakin' coyotes
"I've lost! " he cried, as Cheyenne Charlie looked at him went."
questioningly. "My horse stumbled when I was yet more
It was easy fo r Charlie to find the fresh hoof-prints that
than half a m!le from the turning point. Young W!ld West led along the path that ran so close to the edge of the swamp.
was ahead of the turn, so I am willing to admit that he would
.. Come on, Jim," he said. "They headed toward the river.
have beaten me had I kept· on."
We've got to find Wild, an' the quicker we do It the better
"Is that so, senor?" the scout asked, looking at him suspi- it w!ll be. One thing is putty sure, they ain't killed him.
c!ously. "You have been a mighty long time gltt!n' back There's three or four horses that come up this path not very
here. Wll.y, W!ld oughter been here afore this, if he went long ago, an' some of em has gone back ag'in. "
the whole way."
.. I can see that much, Charlie."
"He did go the whole way, I am sure of that, for I saw him
The two rode on, following the path as it wound its way
ready to make the turn."
through the bushes.
Then why ain't he here, if you wasn't much more than half
They had barely disappeared from view when two men
a mile this side of the turn?
stepped cautiously out of the thick part of the woods and
"You mustn't ask me that, senor," Castine retorted, shrug- looked in the direction they had taken.
g!ng his shoulders. "I ca.me back very fast, and if Young
They were Mike and the other Mexican who had been left
Wild West has not returned yet, I am unable to account for there to wait and capture Arietta.
tt."
Both seemed exultant ovet what had happened, and they
"Mighty funny," and the scout went out to the middle of talked and gesticulated to show it.
the street again and looked down the trail.
They might have shot Charlie and Jim from ambush, if
But he could see no signs of the young deadshot.
Senor Castine had not said that murder must not be com" Jim," .s aid he, as he came back, "somethin' ls wrong, an' mitted on that side of the river.
you kin bet all you're worth on it."
Mike seemed to be satisfied that the two who had taken
"I was thinking that way myself, Charl!e," Dart retorted, the young deadshot to the adobe shanty across the stream
with a nod. "Let's take a ride out that way and see what's would be able to defend the place II\ case the boy's partners
·up."
followed the trail there.
"All right."
r He was ambitious to get hold of the five hundred dollars
"Going to look for Senor West, eh?" asked the senor, a the senor had promised, and with Young Wild West and hls
peculiar sm!le showing on his face.
two partners out of the way, it looked as though It would be
"None of your business, " the scout answered, angrily. "But very easy.
you kin bet that If there's .anything wrong you'll have to take
Young Wild West had been marked for death, and the vilyour medicine for it. I wouldn't trust you any further than lainous greaser figured that if his two partners were caught
I could see yer."
on the other side of the river they would die, too.
"More insults, but I am a gentleman, so I'll take them and
But he did not speculate a great deal on what might hapkeep my temper."
pen in that direction.
But it is doubtful if Cheyenne Charl!e heard the last, for he
What he wanted to do now was to capture the girl, and
had swung himself into the saddle and was galloping away, when he became satisfied that there was no danger of the
Jim close behind him.
two who had followed the trail toward tile river coming back,
Both were now quite sure that something had happened to he nodded to the man with him and said:
Young W!ld West, for the fact of his not showing up before
··we'll wait until the senorita comes. We will know her,
this made It more than probable.
for Senor Castine has told us that she has golden hair. Have
They covered the ground swiftly, and it was not long be- your rope ready, and your gun, too, for we may have to
fore they caught sight of Spitfire, who had come nearer to fight. But think of the money we w!ll receive, and that will
the tra!l and was nibbling at the grass.
help you on."
"Hello!" Charl!e shouted, waving his hat.
··That's it, Mike!" came a reply. "We'll surely catch the
It seemed that the intelligent steed recognized his voice, for J senorita, and we'll get h er over Into Mexico without delay."
he instantly raised his head and pricked up his ears.
With their .h orses concealed behind the trees and bushes
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the two villains sat down near the edge of the trail, so they
could watch both ways.
lf anyone should chance to come from the direction of
Buclihorn Ranch they would have time to get out of sight
before tbey were 11een, and If they saw the girl they wanted
coming with her friends, they would have a chance to make
preparations for her capture.
It seemed that things were bound to go their way, and that
they were In a good streak of luck, so to speak, for not more
than five minutes after Charlie and Jim left Short Creek
the girls heard how Wild had failed to return a'fter starting
on a race with Senor Castine.
This was quite enough to make them anxious to ride back
toward the ranch and look for him.
Hoss Thompson had Informed them, and he did not need, to
suggest that they leave at once.
His wife was more than anxious to get on her horse and
hurry back, and she impatiently urged him to hurry up.
The girls hurried from the home of the sick woman they
had gone to visit, and finding their horses still tiP.d in front
of the store, they were not long in mounting them.
Then with Hoss and his wife they started down the trail.
They hacl not been gone more than five minutes before
Senor Castine came out of Mexican Joe's, where he had been
taking things qµletly for a while, and mounting his horse,
he rode along In the same direction, while those who had
been drinking at his expense and enjoying what had taken
place watched him.
Hop Wat, the clever Chinee, lost no time In leaving the
place, though he rode away in a different direction, having
led his horse behind Joe's building. ·
Hop figured that the senor waa up to somet'hlng, and he
meant to follow him and keep an eye upon him.
For reasons of his own Castine did not choose to get very
close to Hoss Thompson and his wife and the girls, but kept
along about half a mile behind them.
Hop knew he would stand little show If the Mexican caught
him following, so he kept a sharp watch anu did not try to
get too close to him.
Arletta was very anxious about Wild, and before they were
a mile away from the village she was leading the r est by a
couple of hundred feet.
The brave girl was keeping a sharp watch on all sides, but
it happE!;ned that no one was traveling the trail much that
morning, and not a person did she see until she reached the
spot where the turn was to have made when Wild and the
senor rode the race.
She looked over her shoulder as she neared the spot and
saw that Hoss was a good hundred yards behind her, while
~tella and Anna and Eloise were almost that distance further
back.
She knew the place well where the race was to be turned,
and she was just about to bring her horse to a halt when
Mike and his compaion sprang from the bushes within a
few feet of her and flung a rope about her.
Arietta fought to keep the noose from encircling her body,
but it was of no avail, and, with a scream for help, she was
dragged from the bacli of her horse.
But a heavy hand was clapped over her mouth In a hurry,
and she was silenced, and before Hoss Thompson could get
upon the scene she had been dragged Into the woods.
Hoss had never been known for his bravery or quickness
to act, but he dismounted and Pan in among the trees, shouting for the villains to release the girl.
But the" best he could do was to catch a glimpse of them
as they were disappearing to the left.
He ran on, however, and as he came out of the patch of
woods he saw the two villains riding away, one of them
holding Arietta on the horse with him.
rtoss dared not shoot, for fear of hitting Arietta.
The fact was that he was not a good enough shot to drop
one of the horses even, so he turned and ran back to get
his horse.
His wife and Anna and Eloise were there, and all were very
much~ie xclted, none of them knowing what to suggest,
It had happened so quickly that they had been paralyzed,
so to speak.
"You gals go on to the ranch an' try an' git some of the
cowboys to come!" Hoss exclaimed, excitedly. "I'll foller
'em, an' maybe I kin find out where they take Arletta. It
looks as though they're headin' for the river. Most likely
they are, too, 'cause they're greasers, an' they wouldn't dare
to stay on this side. This Is the work of Senor Castine, I'm
sartln."
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Tlien he rode back, taking the trail of the two villains who
had captured the girl and disappeared so qu ickly.
He had barely got out of sight whe:. who should show up
along the trail but Senor Castine. ·
When Stella saw him her eyes flashed dangerously and she
tapped the butte of the revolver she carried significantly.
"Hoss was right in sayin' that the senor is the cause of
this," she said, nodding to her companions. "Jest wait. I'll
tell him somethin', an' If you help me we'll take him a prisoner. That's about the only way to do It. He's hired them
men to wait here an' git Arietta, an' If Wild ain't turned up
you kin bet that he's had somethi!1' done to him, an' the senor
knows all about it, too."
Anna and Eloise \Vere badly frightened, but they plucked up
enough .courage when they saw how brave Stella was showing
herself to be.
The senor came up with a gallop, and as he brought his
horse to a halt he tipped his hat politely and said:
".Good morning."
"See here," Stella cried, pulling her gun and covering him
with it, "you're our prisoner, senor. Hold up your hands,
or I'll put a chunk of lead through yer."
"Why, what do you mean!" the man exclaimed, showing a
surprise that was genuine.
"Jest what I say. I won't stand no foolirt'. I know I'm
only a woman, but I kin shoot putty straight, an' you'll find
it out if you don't put up your hands."
"Gals," Stella went on, without taking her eyes from the
villain's face, " jest take his gun from him, an' then tie his
hands. He's our prisoner, an' we're goin' to take him right
to Buckhorn."
Anna and Eloise dismounted, th.e latter taking the lariat
that hung from the horn of her saddle.
With trembling hands they took the senor's weapons, and
then as Stella forced him to put his hands behind him they
undertook the task of tying his wrists together.
But though they thought they did it all right, they made
a poor job of it, for neither of them were used to doing that
sort of thing.
"Got him all right, gals?" Stella asked, her eyes shining
with triumph.
"Yes," Auna answered, "I think it will be impossible for
him to get his hands loose now."
"All right. Now, then, we'll ride right on to the ranch.
Give me the end of that rope. If his hClrse don't keep goln'
as fast as mine does, he'll take a tumole, that's all. But I
don't care if he breaks his neck. He's done somethin' to
Wild, an' he's had Arietta stole from us. We'll take him to
the ranch, an' git all the men together we kin, an' If he don't
see to It that both Wild an' Arietta is back inside of two
hours we'll hang h!m. That's the wo.y we used to do it when
1 was a little kid, an' we'll do it now. We're In Texas yet, I
reckon."
As they were ready to start away with their prisoners Hop
Wah appeared.
He called out lustily to them from a distance, and when
they saw him the three were more than pleased, for they
knew that the clever Chlnee would surely be able to lend
them valuable assistance.
"Whattee mattee?" Hop asked, as he reined In his horse
and looked in surprise when he saw the senor a prisoner.
"Ain't you got no idea what's the matter, heathen?" Stella
asked, Impatiently. "Why, this sneakln' greaser has fixed
things so Wild has disappeared, an' jest now two of his gang
roped Arietta an' got away with her. We're goin' to take him
over to the ranch, an' if he don't see to that they both git
back in putty quick time, we're goin' to hang him. You
come right along now an' help us."
The senor's horse had walked up so it was right at the side
of the one Stella was sitting upon.
She had put the revolver back Into the holster, and while
she was talking to Hop something happened that put a new
aspect to the scene.
As quick as a flash Qastine pulled his hands from behind
him, and before Stella knew what he was trying to do he
had seized her revolver.
""Ha!" he exclaimed, triumphantly, as he gripped the bridle..
rein with his left hand and threw the rope from him. "It's
my turn now. I don't want to shoot a woman, but If you
force me to do it, I will. Stay right where you are."
Then he swung his horse a.round, and went galloping down
the path toward the river.
Bang!
Hop had presence of mind enough to pull his big pistol ,
and fire a shot.
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··I hardly think it is necessary to do that, Charlie," Dart
But this only caused the fleeing villain to ride fastei:, for
there was no bullet to stop him, even if the Chinaman's aim answered, with a shake of the .head. ··Even though they look
to be rascals, the chances are that they are entirely innocent."
had been true.
"You go ahead an' talk to 'em a little bit. Ask 'em if they
know Senor Castine."
But that was all it amounted to, for when questioned furCHAPTER IX.
ther they denied all knowledge of any such person as Young
/
AFTEa llEI:>G RESCUED HERSELF, ARIETTA PLANS TO RESCUE WILD. Wild West.
"But you know where Buckhorn Ranch is a little down the
The two Mexicans in charge of Young Wild West were river on the other side," Jim protested, doing his best to try
rather anxious after they had taken the boy in the sl;J.anty.
and draw them out.
"Yes," was the reply.
"Senor Thompson verra nice-a
It was but natural that they should think that someone
would soon come to look for him, so they stationed them- mon."
"Come cin, Charlie," Dart exclaimed, disgustedly. "I reckon
selves among the bushes, where they could watch in all diwe have got to look In some other direction. We must find
rections and wait.
But when nearly an hour had elapsed and they saw no signs a trail. Just because there are hoof-prints leading straight
of anyone they grew a little bolder, and then thPy decided to this shanty don't say that Wild was brought here. These
to go into the house and wait, keeping their horses standing fellows have .horses, as most every man anywhere in these
at the rea.r of the building, so if they needed them in a hurry parts has. We'll go back to the river and try and find out
. they would be right on hand.
just the way the fresh hoof-prints lead."
.. All right, Jim," Charlie answered, showing how reluctant
'ro pass the time away until Mike returned they started
to play cards.
he was to leave the shanty. "I s'pose that's the best thing to
It was wliile they were thus engaged that the sounds of do, but I can't keep from bel!evin' that them two greasers
horses' hoofs were heard, and both sprang to their feet and know all about it. Wild ain't in the shanty, an' if they ain't
ran to the door.
killed him an' sunk him in the river, which might be the
"Americanos!" one of them exclaimed. "We must look case, he's hid somewhere not far away. We've got to find
out."
him, an' all we kin do is to hope that he's still alive."
It happened that the room · Young Wild West had been
After giving the two Mexicans to understand that they had
placed in was a very narrow one without a window.
better look out or they would get shot, Charlie mounted his
The door was a small one, too, and the partition, like the horse.
outside of the house, was built from sun-dried bricks.
Jim followed his example, and then the two rode slowly
No one in making a close examination both outside and in from the spot, following the course of the river toward the
would hardly think that there was more than one room to the point where they had crossed it.
building.
But it happened that there was more than one place where
One of the greasers quickly grabbed a blanket and hung it the stream might be forded, and as it was very rocky along
upon two nails over the door, thus making it appear that there tha bank, there was no way to tell whether anyone had come
was really but one room there, for no signs of a door could over recently or not.
be seen, save the one at the front and the one almost directly
They rode on up untll they were opposite the stretch of
opposite at the rear.
The front door was closed, but the rear one was wide open. swamp land on the Texas side and turned a bend.
Both knew very well that no one could ride through the
Satisfied that it was best to play the part of innocents, the
swamp unless they were thoroughly acquainted with it, so
two went leisurely outside and took a look around.
At that very moment Charlie and Jim rode around the after going a couple of miles without seeing a sign of a human
being they turned and came back again.
corner of the house and came to a halt.
This time they were very cautious when they neared the
They had followed the trail to the river and had forded
the stream to the other side, but had failed to pick up the adobe shanty.
Instead of riding up to it, they dismounted, and concealing
frail again.
But seeing the house there they decided to ride over to it their horses among some rocks, sat down to wait at the suggestion of the scout.
and endeaver to learn something.
They had a good view of the building, and patiently they
It was not at all strange to see the two men come out of
the house, but Charlie sized them up to be villains right away, remained there for fully half an hour.
Then just as Jim was about to suggest that they go further
especially when that was 'the sort of people he was looking for
down the river toward Buc!lhorn, they heard horses approachjust then.
9
··Say, greasers!" he exclaimed, looking at them sharply, ing r!qiidly.
Instantly their eyes were turned in the direction the sounds
.. where's Young Wild West? You had better tell us mighty
came from, and the next moment they saw two Mexicans apquick, or you'll both drop dead." '
Then he drew his revolver, and kept it turnE.d toward them. proaching with Arietta.
Astounded at the unexpected sight, the two remained silent
J?oth answered in a frightened way, speaking in as good
English as they could command, and declaring themselves for a second.
Then the scout gripped Jim by the arm and hoarsely exas being unable to comprehend what was meant by the quesclaimed:
tions and actions of Charlie.
"Great gimlets! What's goin' to happen next? They've got
Jim was deceived right away, but not so with the scout.
.. I don't care if I'm wrong or not," Char lie exclaimed, as Arietta. You take one, Jim, an' I'll take the other."
"Don't shoot, Charlie," came the reply, as Jim recovered
he dismounted. ·-rm goln' to look Into that shanty. Somebody brought Wild over the river, an' I know It. You know from his amazement. "They must know where Wild is. If
it, too, Jim. This here shanty is the only one to be seen any- they are killed they'll never be able to tell us. We'll take
where around, an' It stands to reason that he might be in it." them prisoners."
··All right, jest as you say," and Charlie made ready to
The two v1llalns made no pretense of trying to stop him
rush out and intercept the two villains.
,from going inside.
They had no time to make any further preparations, for
But Jim, not liking their looks, pulled a revolver and kept
it ready in case they should attempt to turn upon the scout. the Mexicans with their fair prisoner were now very close
He dismounted and walked to the door, while Charlie took to them.
Charlie sprang out and with a leveled revolver commanded
a look about the room.
He pulled aside a table and a big box that was there, and them to stop. ·
looked in a closet in the corner.
Taken by surprise, they obeyed instantly.
But never once did he think of pulllng down the blanket
"Hands up," commanded Jim, as he ran up to the fellow
that covered the door that led to the little dark room.
who was holding Arietta on his horse.
··I reckon I'm mistaken, Jim, "h·e said, as he came out, shalcUp went the fellow's hands, and then the boy quickly pulled
ing his head. "Wild ain't here, that's sartin. There's only the girl to the ground.
one room to this shanty, an' there ain't no attic to it, that's
"Oh, Jim!" Arietta exclaimed, joyfully. "I am so glad you
certain, 'cause it's got a fiat roof. But I feel sart!n that these were here. Where is Wild?"
two sneakin' coyotes knows all about what happened to Wild.
"We don't know," the boy answered, with a shake of his
They won't tell us, of course. The best thing we kin do with head but never once taking his eyes from the man he was
'em is to make 'em prisoners an' take 'em over on the Texas covering. "But we'll find him all right. Don't worry."
side."
At that instant the fellow Charlie was covering became
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suddenly desperate, and reaching out quickly, h e succeeded
in knocking the revolver from the scout's hand.
With a defiant shout he rode on, making straight for the
shanty
Enraged at having been caught napping in that way, Char·
Uc J.)irked up his. revolver.
Up it went, and he pulled the trigger.
Crack!
As the r eport rang out the Mexican fell headlong from the
saddle, and the horse went galloping on, only to come to a
halt right at the door of the building.
··I couldn't help it, Jim," he said. "Maybe I done wrong,
but the sneakin' coyote wasn't goin' to git away if I could
help it. I didn't shoot to kill. I r eckon I only put a bullet
in his shoulder. ·we'll see in a minute."
"All right, Charlie," was the reply. "We've got one of
them, anyhow. .Just take charge of him and see to it that
he don't have a chance to get away, too."
"I' l fix him all right," and so saying Charlie ran up to the
prisoner, and after taking his weapons from him, grabbed
him by the collar of his coat and pulled him roughly to the
ground.
·
"Git in here!" he exclaimed, giving him a kick and half
lifting him to his feet.
Back behind the rocks the fellow was dragged, Arietta and
Jim fo llowing, the latter leading the Mexican's horse.
Thinking that his companion had been shot dead, and that
his turn was coming next, the Mexican was in a state of
terror, and ready to tell anything tha t was asked of him.
Jim was not slow to see the state he was in, and taking
advantage of it, he knelt over him while Charlie was tying
his hands, and placing the muzzle of a revolver within a few
inches of his nose, said:
"Now, then, I'll give you just one minute to tell where
Young Wild West is."
"In da house," came the quick reply. "You shoot Mike,
no shoot me."
"I ought to shoot you, you villain," Dart exclaimed, his
eyes fl ashing. "You say Young Wild West is in that house?"
and he pointed in the direction of the adobe shanty.
Yes, senor."
"You're t elling a lie. We have been there, and he is not
there."
"Me no know, then. Mike tell da. two men to take him
there. "
"And Mike is the fellow who just got shot, is he?"
"Yes, senor."
"I'll go out an' see to it that the sneakin' coyote don't git
away, Jim. Keep him where he is. His hands are tied now,
an' there ain't much danger of him gittin' loose, I kin tell
yer."
•
Suiting the action to the words, Charlie ran out from behind the ro cks and looked for the man who had dropped
when he fired.
But he was not there, nor could anything be seen of him
any where else.
"Great gimlets !" the scout exclaimed, shaking his head in
disgust. "Maybe I only gr azed his shouder. Well, I didn't
aim to kill him, anyhow. The greaser has got away as sure
as guns. I'll bet he's in that shanty afore this."
He waited a moment, and after satisfying himself that the
Mexican had really got away, he turned to join his compan·
ions behind the rocks.
Just then he heard a horse coming.
This hurried him a little, and he quickly told Jim and
Arietta of what he had h eard.
While Jim r emained In charge of the prisoner Charlie and
Arletta appeared from behind the rocks and had the satis!action of seeing Senor Castine riding swiftly toward the shanty.
Charlie involuntarily raised his r evolver.
"Stop!" commanded the girl, quickly.
"Don't let him
know we are here. If we are going to save Wild we must
find where he is. If the senor goes to that house it's a sure
thing that Wild must be there, even though you failed to
find him when you looked. Be silent, Charlie."
Charlie gave a nod, showing that he was quite willing to
do as she said, and Senor Castine went on past them.
The two moved a little further out, and saw him ride directly to the rear of the shanty.
.
As h e did not show up again they ilnew it was certain that
h e must have gone inside.
"Well, Arietta," the scout said, his £'ace beaming with de·
light, "I reckon it's all over but the shoutin'. There's one
thing I never thought about when I was lookln' inside that
shanty. There might be a hole under the fioor. Most UkeJ.r
11
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that's jest what there is, an' Wild is in it, bound a_n ' gag?ed.
But we don't want to wait too long, 'cause the senor might
kill him for satisfaction. We've got to get ther e in a hurry
now, an' no mistake."
"I must think a minute or two," the girl answered, gravely,
and then she began looking across the river.
·
Suddenly her eyes lighted up.
"I see a little boat over there. It's a scow!" she exclaimed.
"I am going to cross and get into the scow, and then ·pus.h
the boat straight across to the shanty. The senor and his
men .will surely be on the watch for me, and they will come
out to catch me, of course. While I am holding their attention you must manage to r each the shanty from behind and
save Wild."
''Hooray!" exclaimed the scout, as loud as he dared. "U
that ain't a good scheme, there never was one. Now, th•m,
hurry up Arietta. You have got to run along a hundred
yards further up afore you kin git across without swimmin'."
"Leave that to me, Charlie. I'll manage it all ri ~ht, " and
the next minute the brave girl hurried away, dodgmg along
behind the rocks so she might not be seen by anyone watcl).ing
from the adobe house.
CHAP['ER X.
HOW WILD ESCAPED.

Senor Castine rode up to the rear of the adobe house, an exultant smile showing on his swarthy face.
As he was about to · dismount Mike, the leader of the Mexican outlaws, came out, his arm in a sling.
·•caramba!" he cried, shaking his head :fiercely. "Senor,
everything is bad. The senorita is not here."
"What! " cried Castine, springing to the ground and facing
the man in amazement.
Mike quickly explained how Arietta had been rescued, and
how he had narrowly escaped death when a. shot was fired
at him.
·· 'fhe girl's friends have taken her from me, eh?" the senor
exclaimed, his eyes blazing with fury. "Very well. We have
Young Wild West. He's here, Mike."
"Yes, the dog of an American is in the little dark room."
The other two Mexicans were there, and they seemed to be
feeling in anything but a pleasant mood.
They knew that one of their number was a prisoner in
the hands of Americans, and no doubt were expecting every
minute to be attacked.
"Bring lhe American boy to me!" Castine cried, savagely.
"I want to talk to him before he dies."
Wild, lying in the narrow dark room, heard the words, and
he nerved himself for the ordeal that must surely follow.
Many times had he tried to free his hands, but it had been
useless, and utterly helpless, he waited for the outcome.
But h e had h eard enough to make his hopes rise a hundred
per cent.
Arietta had been captured by the villains and rescued by
Charlie and Jim, and they all must be very close at hand.
One of the greasers tore aside the blanket that had been
hung upon the wall to conceal the door, and pulling the door
open, quickly entered and seized the helpless boy by the arms.
He dragged him out into the lighted room, and the senor
quickly stepped over and gave him a kick.
"That's all right, senor," Wild said, coolly. "You have
about come · to the end of your rope, I reckon. Go ahead and
kick me. My turn will come next. You may be a very rich
man, and possess lots of infiuence, but you will never get out
of this scrape, you can bet on that."
The boy's words, spoken so coolly, had considerable effect
upon the villain.
"Untie the boy's feet," he :finally said, turning to the three
men who were keeping guard over Wild as if they thought it
possible that he might break his bonds and suddenly make an
attempt to escape.
One of them promptly removed the rope from our hero's
ankles.
"Let him sit there," the senor went on, pointing to a bench.
"Go ahead with your game. This is not the first time I
have been fn a situation similar to this. I have always come
out all right, and I feel confident that I will this time. Go
ahead, Senor Castine, but remember what I told you a minute
ago. You have about reached the end of your rope. If you
a.re not shot the chances a.re you will hang inside of twentyfour hours."
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"Da American dog talk verra much," sneer ed Mike. "Maybe
··so am I, little girl," was the r e11ly. "You were just in
time. The senor was about to hang me, because I wouldn' t
h e .forget dat he's in Mexico.
" I haven't forgot that, you sneaking coyote!" Wild retorted, 1exchange myself for you. What do you think of that, Et?"
h is eyes flashing. "But the United States is less than a I "He is one of the most contemptible scoundrels I ever
stone's t hrow away. You mustn't forget that."
, saw," the girl answered, her eyes flashing as she ~ooked at
"Be quiet, Mike," admonished the senor, motioning for the . Castine, who was lying upon the ground, a bullet in his right
fellow to step back. "I am going to do the talking to the boy. I shoulder.
I think I'll be able to bring him to t erm:o."
j Charlie a nd Jim had not shot to kill. They had simply
Tlils was said in Spanish, but Wild understood enough wounded the Mexicans, and all would undoubtedly recover in
of it to catch the full meaning.
·
'
a few weeks.
Castine thought for a moment, and then gave a nod of
As they came up, each with a revolver ready if it wer e
sat isfaction.
needed, Wild swu ng his han.d anii cried :
.. Give me a rope," h e said, turning to the three villains, j ··Hurrah! This is what I call a rousing old victory, and
who were waiting in silence.
•
we are on Mexican soil, too."
" That's what's the matter, Wild," the scout retorted, deOne of them quickly complied with the request.
Then the senor stood upon a chair and slipped the rope lightedly. "Ther e's only one thing I don't like about it, an'
over a beam of the ceiling.
that is that Jim didn't want me to shoot to kill. But where
He took another look out of the window at the front of the I did they have you when we was in the shanty lookin' for
building, and satisfied that no one was coming, he proceeded ! yer?"
·
to make a noose.
"In a narrow, dark room, Charlie. I don't understand why
He was not long in doing this, and he promptly placed it you failed to find it."
about Wild's neck.
··we didn't know there was any more than one room t o the
.. Senor West," he said, mockingly, "unleds you agree to ex- blamed old sh:rnty."
change the senorita for yourself, you shall be hanged right
"Well, there is. But never miad now. I think we had better r elieve these fo llows of their weapons, so there will be no
her e until you are dead."
"Go ahead with the hanging. I will n ever agree."
danger of them t aking a sly shot, and then we'll get across
From where he v.:as sitting he could command a view from to the other side. Where are the horses?"
the window to the other side of the river.
"Right back her e a little ways. We've got a prisoner, too.
He t urned and looked that way for help to come, and much T~ere was five of 'em altogether ."
.
t o his joy he saw his sweetheart in the act of pushin a scow , rhen t he young dea.~shot coolly to_ok his own weapons
.
g
from the wounded Mexican, and waitr,n g until Charlie and
from the shore.
Castine saw the change of expression that came over the Jim had t aken all the rest they possessed, he ordered the
boy's face as he looked out of the wind
d th
h t k two who were able to keep upon their feet to help the senor to
ow, an
en e 00 1 the adobe house.
d th
b
dd
Then t~e b?Y asaisted his sweetheart into t~e little scow,
a ~~:·villain gave a violent start
en ecame su en1Y · and stepprng m after her, pr oceeded to propel rt to the other
• an
jubUant.
side.
" T he senorita is comin_g herself!" he exclaimed. "Mike, be
Arietta, a revolver in her hand, watched the villains as this
on the wa tch, for her friends may be coming, too. Undoubt- , was being done.
edly they are. Be ready to fight. We are in a desperate posi- I Arietta tied the little boat just as she had found it, and
1
tion now, and we mustn' t let ~hem defeat us. "
then they walkeu on toward the ford, leaving the adobe house
H e let the rope fall from hrs hand, and Wild, by ducking I and the villains near it out of sight.
his head suddenly, caused the noose to remove itself.
I It was not long before Charlie and Jim came over with ·the
T he boy took another look through the window and saw horses.
the scow half way a,cross th e str eam,
i Spitfire had been taken across the river, of course, for t hey
T he water was not_ very deep ther e, nor was the current had figured upon Wild riding h im back.
! The young deadshot was glad to see his faithful horse, and
so ver y swift, and Anetta was making great headway.
Mike and one of the men went to the back door, while the after patting him affectionately upon the nose, he mounted,
senor and th e other wer e standing close to the window.
I and taking Arietta on with him, set out for the ranch.
The chance had come, and Wild kn ew it.
[ on th e way they were overtak en by Hop Wah and Hoss
If he was to. escz:,pe he must do it 1!-0W, for the villains Thompson, who ha<l met near the swamp.
would surely kill hrm If Charl! e a nd J im were to suddenly I Whe.n they got to the ranch they found Anna and Eloise
attack the house.
•
them \'\ ith St ella in a state of excitement and alarm.
He made up h is lllind quickly, and then rising to his feet I But this all passed away in a very few minutes, and then
as quick a11 a flash he dove headlong for the door.
j there was a general jollification.
He butted Mike squarely in th e back, and then with his : "Hoss, " said t he youug deadshot, after things became
shoulder sent the ot her l\1exican to the ground.
i c~lmcd down a little, .. I reckon t he best thing you can do is
Mike went down, of course, and leaping over the t wo the spread it all over that Senor Castine is a scoundrel and t hat
you ng deadshot bolted around the adob e house and ran for , he was going to murder me. Wh ile I h ardly think he will
the· shore, which was only a few yards dis tant.
j venture across the riv er again, if he does it will probably go
"Hello, Et! ,. he cried, at the top .of his vo ice.
har d with him after these things are known."
Arletta heard the boy's shout, and t he next instant. she
'"You ki n bet it w ill go hard with him, Wild," Thompson
saw him runn ing toward h er, the senor and his men in close r etorted, with a shrug of the shoulders. "Jest wait till the
p ursuit.
: boys hear about this. I s'posc some of 'em will want to go
The senor ran swiftly, and he was almost in the act of . over to th e other side an' git him."
seizing the young deadshot when-i '"Don't let them do anything like that. You must r emember
Crang!
I that the United States is one country, and Mexico is another.
The sharp report or a r ifle rang out, an d he went r olling ' 'l' here is only a narrow strip of water lying between right
over and over on the ground.
her e, l;ut th.at don't make it any different. If the senor and
Crang, crang!
j his gang happen to come over here you will be justified in
Two more shots sounded, and the two Mexicans behind the making short work of them. But they won't come."
senor uttered yells of agony and stopped ru nning.
I Our fri ends remained. at Buckhorn Ranch fo'. the balance. of
Mike was in the rear, and realizing that it was going ' the week, and _wer e kept busy_ e".ery day rn entertainmg
against them, he turned to flee back into the adobe house. ! visitors and tellmg about the v11lamy of th_e senor.
Crang!
Young Wild West had been marked b~ Mexicans, but he had
A rine shot sounded again, and Mike's other arm was put 1 escaped just th e same as h? a lways ~id, and he was ready
out of business.
1 for anything more in the lrne of excitement and adventure
Arietta did not seem to be at all surprised at the shootinp,-, ! tliat might turn up.
but kept right on and succeeded in r eaching the shore with! Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
the little scow.
i AND THE 'STLVER KfD'; OR THEJ DANDY OF THE
She stepped out upon a rock, and picking up the rope that GULCH."
was attached to the craft, stepped ashore.
I
" I am so glad, Wlld," she exclaimed, as she drew a knife i - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1
:~er~;r belt and cut the rope that bound his wrists to-
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CURRENT NEWS
Eighty employe.s of the manufacturing firm 0£ Heebner
& Sons, Lansdale, Pa., have received, as a voluntary gift
from the firm, the aggregate sum of $5,064.36, the amount
representing ten per cent. of their yearly earning capacity.
William D. Heebner, head 0£ the firm, is wintering in :F1orida, but when he received the reports from his office department covering the business for the business year of 1912
he directed the award.

The "furthest north" trip ever made by any motor
vehicle in the Western Hemisphere was made recently by a
truck belonging to the White Pass & Yukon Railroad,
Alaska. "We put this truck in operation on the DawsonOverland trail last October," writes the superintendentr
"and in spite of the severe conditions along ihe trail ham
made as high as eighty-five miles a day with 11, full twoton load. About the middle of December we took a load o'f
Christmas rush freight from White Horse to 1\finto, a distance of 175 miles, in two and one-half days, a large part
of the route having never been traveled by a motor Yehicle
before, making a record both for furthest north and running time."

Another huge slide, the largest that has yet taken place,
The present indications are
that about 3,000,000 cubic yards are in motion, and that
it will take until the late autumn to remove the material.
By that time the water will be in the cut, and the two big
"Lyons, the second city of France in commercial imdredges, now building, will be on their way to the Isthmus.
with some 500,000 inhabitant~, owes its wellportance,
one
over
of
capacity
combined
a
have
which
These dredges,
million cubic yards per month, should easily keep the cut known cleanliness to a very simple and efficient street
cleaning service established and supported by the city, acopen when once the water has been turned in.
cording to Vice Consul Clarence Carrigan. The wnter
supply is almost unlimited. The central and main busiThe home of Charles M. Schwab, President 0£ the Beth- ness section of the city :ies between the Rhone and the
lehem Steel Company, South Bethlehem, Pa., was robbed Saone Rivers, both of which flow through the town. The
the other night of several thousand dollars' wcrth of sil- work of Street cleaning is divided, in general, into four
verware and jewelry, and a few hours after detectives had processes-sweeping the streets, removal of refuse by carts,
been put on the case. Mr. Schwab's valet and three other scrubbing the streets after this removal, and thorough
men wern detained by the police. The District Attorny flushing by hose. Not only are the streets cared for by
of Northampton County said that most 0£ the stolen prop- these men but also the sidewalks of public squares, those
erty would be recovered. Diamonds, pearl stickpins and in iront of public buildings and monum ents. Owners of
cuff links, picked up by Mr. Schwab on his travels over the private buildings are required to look alter the si dewalks
world, were taken.
in fTont of their respective properties. The bridges are
cared for in the same manner as the streets and are cleaned
Millions 0£ dollars damage to crops and property has at the same hours. The men in charge of the sewers clean
been done by floods in Alabama and Mississippi, due to the them on certain specified days and otherwise as occasion
almost incessant and heavy rainfall 0£ the la.at two weeks. demands."
Many rivers have overflown their banks and are rising.
T.he precipitation has been the heaviest in twenty-five years
The entrance of the ten-thousand-yard-range torpedo
and thousands of seeded acres are inundated, causing a into the United States Navy will alter the present tactics
great loss to cotton and truck farmers. Service 0£ rail- of sea and harbor battles. Two concerns are at work perroads entering the city has been crippled, the Louisville fecting these new 32-knot missiles of steel and turbine
and Nashville having almost s11spended passenger business engines, which threaten to revolutionize naval warfare, and
owing to washouts. It is reported that the city CYf Au- if all goes all hoped for the United States Javy will be
gusta, Ga., is threatened by a flood, due to the river which the first to be equipped, and the coming of which is so
is swollen and rapidly rising.
eagerly awaited by the officers of the service. And foreign
navies are working early and late in their own shops to
What proportion of a husband's income is a wi£e justi- bring out a. torpedo with a far greater range than they now
fied in spending on dress? This is the interesting question employ. The question of a torpedo battleship is but ~
which has just been solved in the Fifth Chamber of the question of time in the United States avy because its agiP aris Courts. A woman had run up a bill for $2,750 for tation has alredy begun through the expectations of
a year for dresses and furs. Her husband waa sued for this new ten-thousand-yard-range torpedo. At present our
ire amount, and pleaded that he and his wife were living navy is using the Whiteheads, which have a deadly range
in a moderately priced flat at $800 and that credit to his at four thousand yards, and the Bliss-Leavitt torpedoes of
wife for over $2,000 was unreasonable. The Court de- the same range, but the majority of foreign navies are
cided that a married woman cannot spend in dress more equipped with the Whiteheads. It is likely when the new
than the amount of the rent paid £or the joint home of torpedo makes its appearance it will be sent to the Atlantic
husband and wife without laying herself open to a charge torpedo flotilla soon to be in command of Captain William
of extravagance, and the Court reduced the costumer's bill S. Sima, the officer who perfected the rifle practice i». th•
of $800 and 01·dered the hu.sba.nd to pay tha.t amount ooW,y. navy.
h as commenced at Culebra.
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DICK DONNELLYtS FORTUNE
-

OR-

THE BOY RANCHMAN OF TEXAS
By DICK E LLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER IX (Continued.)
The great flaring light which had blazecl up from the
caldron when the chemicals were poured into i._t had burned
out and the place was almost dark.
Clutching his rifle in his hands with a desperate resolution, he crept from behind the stones and began to make
his way over the masses of rocks and broken sta4ictites.
"There is no one here," he said to himself, as he crept
from behind a huge natural pillar of snow white stone.
Thou gh the great flaD',).ing light had gone down there was
a dim light in the cavern from the smouldering fires which
outlined objects for some distance around.
Suddenly Dick paused 1md ga2led ahead of him. There
was the outline of a man, or a thing, directly before him.
He drew a little nearer, and by peering from behind the
pillar, saw that it was a man with the head of a buffalo.
He crouched low and waited for the thing to move
aw~y, but it showed no signs of going whatever. He crept
a little closer by keeping behind a pillar of stone, and saw
that he was guarding a n!lITOW outlet or branch of the
cavern leading to another direction.
"That is my only avenue of ·escape,'' thought Dick, "and
he is barring the way. What am I to do except kill
him? It is all that I can do'," and he cocked his rifle and
brought it to his shoulder. After taking a deliberate aim
· for fully half a minute, he lowered his gun. He could
have shot the man dead in his tracks if he had so desired
but ther~ were two rearnns why Dick did not fire. Th~
first was that the report of his gun would be carried for
miles through the cavern, and no doubt bring the banditti
on him in force, but the main reason was a reluctance on
the part of Dick Donnelly to shed blood if it could possibly
be prevented.
He :finally decided to club his gnns and creep up behind
the sentry and knock him down. He waited a moment .on
tip-toe, listening for some sound or sign of the foe, but
could hear nothing_, al'l d all the while the sentry in front of
him was standing like a statue. He took one step forward,
balancing himself on his toes and holding his gun in hii;
hand clutched in a grasp of Rtecl.
Dick held his breath, hi s teeth were set, and his eyes
flashed with a dangerous :fire. Fonvard, step· by step,
until almost within striking distance, and then he gathered
himself up for the mighty blow. The sentry's back was
toward him,' and he was not yet aware of his presence.
With a mighty leap and a swift, strong blow, he sent the
sentry sprawling upon the stone floor. The man uttered

a low moan, and half raisecl his head, when a second biow
laid him senseless upon the stone floor.
'"I'hat one is out of the way for the present,'' Dick
thought. "I hope I did not kill him. I did not intend
to, but I must do someth in g to clcfend myself. I will now
try this means o.f escape."
As he went to the mouth of the branch cavern he discovered a pine knot lying there, and, picking it up, struck a
match and lighted it.
Dick reasoned that no one had gone into this cavern,
and. that the man had been lc:ft as a sentry to keep him
out. He found the cavern very dark and the stones lying
so thickly strewn in it that he could in places make his
way over them only with the greatest difficulty.
Dick had been i;omc hours in the cavern and without
any food. The pangs of hunger soon began to annoy him.
He had no food, and no means of procuring any. Not even
a bat could be found in this parL of the cavern. He continued on, and on, and on, hoping that he might soon
reach some place where he would b~ encouraged, but all
':llf' gloom, and the most utter darkness. Not a ray of
light could enter that great cavern, saYe from his smoking
pine knot, and it seemed it would soon go out.
"·"r suppose I ha1:e found my tomb at last," Dick thought.
Well, one place is a bout as good as another, if one has
io die,'.' he arlded philosophically.
Then in his rear came a sound. First it was a faint
murmur. Then he heard somcLhing in front of him. It
souncletl like the roaring of water-some subterranean
river. He heard the voices behind still more clearly and
saw moving lights.
"There he is!" shouted some one.
Dick started to run. IT alf a c10't::cn shots whistled past
him, ancl, dropping his torch, he "·heeled to fire a shot
in return, and then ran on. 'I'hc blazing torches of his
pursuers on!y nimly lighted the cave in front, and ere he
was .aware of it he plung~d over a great precipice into a
roaring torrent below.

OIL\PTEH X.
THE SUKUGHT.

At the moment Dick Donnelly fell he lo~t con"sciousness.
He had a faint recollection afterward of plunging into
cold water, which broke his fall, and then of being carried
by a sort of und ertow to a sandy bank somewhere. He
ha_d also a faint recollection of making an effort to crawl
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somewhere, but all was so dark and he w·as so completely
benumbed that he did not know what he was doing.
When he did recover himself, however, he was half lying
in the water and half out, while not ten paces away was a
great raging. cataract. He had not fallen over the cataract,
but had fallen in just below it.
He could hear from the cliff over his head voices talking,
and by looking up he saw torches jaming.
. He saw angTy, fearful faces, and heads covered with the
masks of animals."
"Do you see him down there?" asked a voice.
"No."
"He is dead."
"We don't know."
"Oh, that fall would kill anything."
"It might not."
"He went righf down into the water, and was carried
off in the stream."
"I believe we ought to go down there and see," said
another of the masked men on the top of the cliff above.
Dick Donnelly crawled from out of the water, feeling
his way along on the sand, and thus made out to reach a
shelf of rock. By some unknown means, he had his rifle.
The strap of the gun had become wi·apped around his
wrist, and he had evidently dragged it after him, though
he did not know that he had it until he reached the sandy
embankment.
He could still hear the voices ~bove talking. One, evidently answering the remark of another, said:
"There is no way to get down there except to tumble off
the cliff as that chap did, and I don't_ fancy that."
"Nor I." .
"We might go back and around the hill and enter the
cavern at the mouth where that outlet goes out," said
another.
"So there is an outlet," Dick thought.
"But to do that," put in a voice, "would take twelve
hours. We would have miles to go, and the fellow, if alive,
could get away."
'
"He's not alive."
"No, I don't believe he is."
"Nor do I, nor would any one of half sense. I tell you,
to tumble over that cliff would kill the best man who ever
lived."
"I know it would."
Dick was by this time almost wholly restored. He was
astonished to find that he had no bones broken, and beyond
a few bruises, was 1minjured.
Dick arose to his feet and examined his gun and revolvers. They were wet, but like himself had susta.in.ed
no injury. The fall in the water had saved bo-th himself
and his arms. He was in Plutonian darkness, with only
a faint light from the torches so far above him that they
did not illuminate the dark abyss into which he had
plunged.
Slowly and cautiously he felt his way along the mudd.y
bank, with a wall of slimy stones on his left, and a swift
subterran~ian current on the right.
"I tell you he is down there and alive," he heard a faint
voice say on the cl~ff fur above him.
"How do you know he is down there?"
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"Didn't you hear that noise?"
"No; what noise?"
"Some one scrambling."
"Oh, you have the night-mare."
"It wouldn't do any harm to let drive a few shots down
there, anyway."
"Let them go, then."
There came a volley of shots whizzing, cracking and
spattering about Dick.
One struck the mud not far away, and one hit a stone so
near that dust and splinters shattered from it and .fell
upon him.
Dick Donnelly crept slowly on. He was untouched vet
and trusted to heaven that he might not be. rrwo or tl;rc~
times he was tempted to raise his r·ifl.e and fire a few shots
at the rascals on the cliff above, in retaliation and selfdefense, but he reflected that it would do him no good, and
the fl.ash of his gun might tell them where he was. The
gun had been under water, but the cartridges were waterproof, and he had no doubt that they would fire if he tried
to discharge them.
Dick paused but a few moments irresolute not knowin"'
'
0
what to do, and then contin~ed to creep along through the
darkness, keeping close under the shelf of stone, for the
strip of muddy soil grew more and more narrow as he
crawled.
The water at last almost touched the rock, and Dick
found his further advance cut off by that dark, swift, turbulent stream which fl.owed at his side.
In his helplessness and despair he put out his hand, and
it came in contact with some hard substance which floated
in the water, and upon investigating by th: sense of feeling, he discovered it was a canoe dug out of a tree.
"The very thing to escape in," Dick thought. "This
river has some outlet somewhere, and all I have to do is
to get into the canoe and lie down, and fl.oat out into sunlight. I will try it."
He placed his arms and ammunition belt into the bottom
of the boat, anti, climbing in after them, lay down.
The shooting from above co~tinued, and he plainly
heard one or two bullets strike into the wood of the craft.
The canoe had been tied by a rope, proving to Dick's
mind that some other person had been in this cavern before, which was quite encouraging, if they had ever got
out of it.
He cut the rope with his knife and began to slowly drift
until he reached the current, and then the canoe began to
whiz on past the rocky sides of the stream with incredible
speed.
"I am going now," Dick thought; "going in a hurry.
Ugh ! If this canoe should strike a rock it would split it
wide open. Well, I could not steer it, I suppose, even if
1
I could see, and in this darkness could do nothing, even if
the water were not so swift. I must trust to Providence to
save me from a wreck."
On and on he plunged at such tremendous speed that his
breath was almost taken away from him.
"I wish this thing was over with, one way or the other,''
he thought.
(To be Continued)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
YALE MEN GO TO WORK IN WOODS.
Twenty-one members of the Yale forest school will do
practical work in lumbering in a camp near Warren, Ark.,
this spring. The Southern Lumber Company offered to
'.furnish timber land and accommodations for :field work. A
bunk-house, cook shanty and other buildings have been
erected at the end of one of the company's logging spurs.
Most of the men will live in the bunk-house, while the rest
will live in tents. The men will pitch their own tents and
do considerable of the actual work in camp. Prof. H. H.
Chapman an~ Prof. R. C. Bryant of the forest school will
have charge of the instruction. Prior to the actual work
in the woods members of the camp will spend two weeks
in becoming acquainted with the workings of the company's
large sawmill at Warren.

second building, 80 by 30 feet, will also be built of stone
and be equipped on the lower floor to house the shells and
contain a repair shop. The second story will be quarters
for the oarsmen.
The grounds will furnish an opportunity for the building of tennis and handball courts, and these are included
in the present plans. Water will be furnished by piping
down from a spring of exceptional quality located on the
bluffs near the property.

THE "HUMAN ROCKET."
The aerial flight of the "Human Rocket" will not be
shown in the "movies." It will be deferred at least until
Rodman Law, the aviator, has made another trial if he is
reckless enough to undertake it after his thrilling experience the other day on the West Bergen fiats of Jersey
A BICYCLE AUTOMOBILE.
1 City.
A two-wheel automobile of unique design has recently
Law, who has done a number of odd stunts that would
been perfected by a wC'Stern man, which differs greatly in make life insurance companies regard him as an extremely
its construction from a motorcycle, in fact, the two have harzardous risk, conceived the novel scheme of making
little in common. It is like an ordinary automobile with himself a part of a pyrotechnic show. The skyrocket sugthe exception of the number of wheels.
gcsted the idea to him.
There are two runners under the footboard, and when
He had a steel cylinder constructed similar in shape to
the operator releases his hold on the steering wheel, these that of the ordinary rocket about ten feet high and three
r unners automatically let d-0wn on the gro1md and keep feet in diameter tapering to a point at the top. The exthe machine in an upright position. T11e wind shield is perts of a fircworb company were consulted, and it was
a small oval-sha.ped glass with a convex surface to the decided that a charge of fifty pou.ncls of powder would be
wind large enough to protect the driver's face.
adequate to drive the device up 3,500 feet.
The radial frame, rear wheel su pension adds to the
'Vhcn the machine ha 1 reached the maximum altitude
comfort of the passenger, while an entirely different system ancl began to descend, Law, who had fitted up a seat, to be
of springs is used on the front wheel. The steering comfortable, expected to spring from the cylinder, open a
knuckles not only turn th<J wheel, but shift the center of parachute and descend gracefully and safely to Mother
gravity, making easy steering.
Earth, the picture men doing all the work. A little draThe engine is 3-inch by 3-inch, two-cyclinclcr, two-cycle, matic prologue was arranged to enhance the interest.
valveless type, of eight horse-power, and an, execellent
As he was about to enter the "rocket" an actress rushed
muffler makes silent running.
out and pleaded with him not to undertake the perilous
ilight. She entreated in vain . It was a matter of duty,
BOATHOUSE FOR COLU::\IBI.A.
carrying out a contract, in fact, and she tearfully turned
When Columbia's squad of oamnen go to Poughkeepsie away.
this spring they will find a waiting them, according tci
He entered the cylinder, which rested on a big wooden
plans announced at the university the other day, a com- tripod . Then the experienced man moved cautiously to
pleted spacious boathouse, a srparafo kitchen and dining- explode the powder that was expected to send the rocket
room, and every convenience for their comfort during the skyward. There was an explosion; in fact, there was a
training period in June and for succeeding years. Follow- series of explosions. The scene was enveloped in a cloud
ing the plans adopted by the Rowing Club of .Columbia of smoke. The eyes of the spectators and the cameras of
University when that association bought the property at the "movie" men were turned toward the sky.
Krum Elbow, above Poughkeepsie, on the highland side of
As the smoke cleared .the rocket was seen to be boundthe Hudson, Morton B. Bogue, Cha irman of the Board of ing about Mother Earth just like those the small boys used
Stewards and a graduate director of the sport on Morning- to discharge on the glorious Fourth and called "chasers."
side Heights, ancl Harry A. Fisher, graduate manager of It stopped :finally, and Law emerged from the wreck dazed
athletics, stated that \\Ork would be begun at onee on the and. begrimed and with face and hands scorched.
buildings, which will be finished by 1\fay 30, at the cost of
He revived quickly and refused to go to a hospital, but
several thousands of dollars, according to the contracts.
after receiving medical attention went home.
The contracts call for two buildings, to be ready by the
The powder burst the wrong way. Its force went horilate spring. One of these will be used for a kitchen and zontally, and sent the device over on its side, completely
dining-room, with a second story for quarters for the help. wrecking it. It was not ann01mced whether Law would
T11is will be built of stone and be 50 f.eet square. The experiment again as the "Human Rocket."
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FIGHTING WITH GOMEZ
--OR--

I

TEXAS COWBOYS IN CUBA
By "PAWNEE JACK"
.(A SERIAL STORY)

CHAPTER IX.
THE CH.A1WE ON TIIE HILL.

Scarcely had the soldier retired from the presence of the
captain-general ere an officer rode up and dismounted
with a haste that attracted no little attention from the
staff. He was .a colonel. Major Gonzales belonged to his
regiment, and he had come to report the fact and manne.r
o.f his capture. The chief of staff admitted him to the
presence of the general.
"'l'hose 'l'exans again!" hissed the general, when he
heard his statement, "and they threaten to hang him if
the house is burned down. They will order me to leave the
island next," and his wrath was genuine for once in his
life."
"There is no need of burning the house. That family
has been loyal, so far as I know, but the fact that the rebels
have not molested them is suspicious, to say the lea.st. I
shall make it hot for those Amcricanos I But for the
United States this wicked rebellion would never have
started. They are at the bottom of it all. I'll clear the
island of them!"
An hour later he. had offered a reward of $10,000 for the
capture or destruction of Crane's band of Texans. Every
soldier in the army was informed of the reward offered.
Five thousand dollars for Crane himself was offered.
That done, he sent a letter by messenger to the Marquis
Ahumada in Havana, which for brevity equaled Gomez's
letter to ·him.
"Do nothing with Delmar till I return."
That was all he wrote, but, like Gomez's letter, it meant
a great deal more than appeared on the face of it.
Jed Crane heard of the reward offereJ for him in less
than two hours after it was given out. He laughed and
Jack Taylor suggested that a peso be offered for Weyler.
"1t may be a good thing for us, boys," Jed said to them.
"Just wait and see how it works."
"We ought to make a dash for him," said ·'l'om Huff.
"Wait-we'll have a chance at him yet."
A courier dashed up with an order from the general,
calling them in at once. 'l'hey prom1)tly responded. The
old general was in the saddle, and the army was moving.
Gomez was malting a flank movement, going round
Weyler's right. Within twenty-four hours the entire Spanish army was in foll retreat on Havana. Jed was the first

to find it out. He sent word to Gomez to that effect. The
old general could not believe it.
"It must be a mistake," he said, shaking his head.
"Weyler can't afford to do that."
"He is doing it all the same," said the courier.
"I will see for myself. Can you lead me to Captain
Crane's command?"
"I can, your excellency."
The old general mounted his horse and dashed away
with the wild rider from Texas. Several of his staff followed him at full speed. As he rode he caught glimpses
of the enemy in retreat. Still he was not convinced. He
believed that Weyler was himself making a flank movement. He dashed up to Jed and said :
"You say this is a retreat. Are you sure of it ?"
"I am, your excellency. They are in a hurry about it,
too."
'J'he general asked to be shown a place where he could
assure himself of the fact. Jed led him to a spot on a hilltop whence they could see a quarter of a mile of the line
of the retreating army.
The old general sat on his horse and used his field-glass
in silence for·nearly half an hour. He saw regiment after
regiment of the Spanish line pass a given point.
"Yes-it is a retreat," he said. "'11'hey are going back.
I am sorry. I am disappointed."
"But it is a victory for Cuba," suggested Jed.
"True, but I had hoped for a much longer campaign.
"So had I."
.
Then another silence ensued that lasted quite a while,
but which was broken suddenly by an exclamation from
'l'om Huff:
"Hello! Look out! They are coming for us!"
Jed and the old general wheeled and saw a squad of cavalry about sixty strong coming up the hill in their rear.
· "Ah! We hall have a fight," said the·old general,. drawing ll.is sword. His staff clrew also, but seemed to be In a
panic. Said .Jecl:
"Ju~t wait and see how we do it, your excellency. Heady,
boys!"
"All ready!" said every man of the Texans, unslinging
his rifle.
·
"Let 'cm have it then!"
The volley that followed astonished the old general more
than it did the Spaniards, for over a dozen of the latter
went down.
'
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"Give 'em another!" cried J ed.
Cr-r-ack !
It was like the :first one, terrible in its execution. Still
the Spaniards came on, dep ending on numbers.
"Now charge !" cried Jed.
Each Texan held his reins between his teeth and a revolver in each band. They dashed down the hill like a
thunderbolt, :firing as they went. The Spaniards fairly
melted away before them, and ere they got to them turned
and fled-leaving more than half their number on the
:field.
"Ob, for a thousand such men I" exclaimed the old general, as be beheld the charge. "I never saw such work before! Ah, ah!"
The staff cheered a.s Tom Huff threw a lasso and dragged
a Spaniard from his saddle. The old general sung out:
"Bravo, bravo I" and waved his hat as the Spaniard
rol. led in the du.st.
Tom rode up to him, dismounted, and: secured hia prisoner. He brought him to the old general. The fellow was
so dazed at what had happened, he was quite unable to talk
for some minutes.
"Come away, your excellency," said Jed. "I think they
are going to send a regiment after us~ That would be too
many for us. The fate CYf Cuba depends on your life."
'.rhe general looked around with his :field-glass.
"You are quite right," he said. "We must shift our position."
Jed led off and the others at once followed him. Tom
brought bis prisoner along. The brow of the hill concealed the movement from the enemy, and in ten minutes
they were lost to view in a dense wood beyond.
There they were compelled to dismount, as no man could
ride through such a dense forest. They pushed·on, leading
their horses, till they were at least a quarter of a mile in
the woods. Then they halted, and the general turned to
the prisoner with:
"Is Weyler retreating?"
"I will tell you :qotbing," was the gruff reply.
rrom seized him by the collar and shook him till his teeth
rattled, saying :
"Answer the question or I'll strangle you."
"How can a private soldier know what his general is
doing?"
"Very true," said the general; "but what do you think
he is doing now?"
"Retreating."
"From what-:from whom?"
"I don't know. They say that Gomez is making for his
rear."
Gomez looked at Jed.
"Are you satisfied now, your excellency?" J ed asked
him.
"Excellency?" gasped the prisoner. "Who-who--are
- you?"
CHAPTER X.
BACK IN TTIE OLD C.A.).IP.

The prisoner was in a panic. His eyes bulged as he
stared at the old general. He seemed to feai: that he waa

in the presence of some mighty potentate who could, or
would, order ·his instant execution .
"This is his excellency, the commander-in-chief of the
Cuban armies," said Crane, after a pause of some moments.
He instantly removed his hat, and seemed to be overwhelmed at finding himself in the presence of the old
warrior who had long been mo.re than a match for the best
generals of Spain.
"You have nothing to fear," said the old general. "We
a.re not Spaniards, but civilized men."
"I-I-heard you shot all prisoners of war," the man
stammered.
"I've never had one shot yet, unless it was for something else besides fighting against Cuba,'' and then the old
general drew a good deal of information out of him about
the movements of th~ a.rm.
He knew little of official acts, but he told of the news
that passed through the ranks. Soldiers hear all sorts of
rumors. They had heard that Maceo had burst through the
trocha and was rushing forward to help Gomez crush Weyler before he could get back to Havana.
When he heard that the old general was satisfied. He
knew then that Weyler was in full retreat-hastening t o
get back to the city before Maceo got between him and the
rest of his army.
,
He told the man he was at liberty to go back to the lines
of his own people. The ·astonished prisoner looked at him
as if unable to believe his ears.
/
"Do you mean that I am free-not a prisoner?" he
asked.
"Yes-you are at liberty to rejoin your comrades, if you
wish to do so. We don't wish to. hold you as a prisoner."
He seized Gomez's hand, knelt at his feet and kissed it.
'l'hen he rose to his full height, and said :
"I will fight no more agaimt Cuba!"
"Why not?" Jed asked.
"Because she deserves to be free . We have captured
Cubans, as you captured me, and shot them to death like
dogs. You question me and give me my liberty. I will
fight you no more."
"But where will you go?" the general asked.
"I know not, your excellency. I will not return to my
command. I will not fight you. I'd rather fight Spain
than Cuba."
Jed looked at the old general to see what he would do.
"You had better stay with us, then."
That was all the old wanior said, but it was enough.
"I will stay," and the soldier clrew a long breath of relief as he looked around at the 'l'exans.
"That is better than killing him," remarked Jack Taylor in Enolish. "He may prove to be a good soldier
'
0
for Cuba."
"I have no faith in Spaniards," said Tom Huff. "Never
saw one I was willing to trust."
General Gomez turned to Jed and suggested that they
get out of the woods and return to the open country.
.(To be Continued).
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-TIMELY TOPICS
T11ornton F. Williams, an Ala~kan prospector, was foitncl
by fox trappers the other day on a Bering Sea island, where
he had been marooned for forly-five days. H e was out in
an open boat when a storm which destroyed the boat flung
him up on the island. He let his fire go out after he had
been on the island ten days and thereafter kept alive by
eating seaweed, crabs, mussels and fish which he found on
th e beach. He was barely alive when the trappers found
him.

belongs to Ferdinand Fortiers, on the lake shore. H e was
taken out for exercise one. morning by his master on the
boulevard which encircles the lake. Running ahead, the
dog discovered just beyond a sharp bend a giant bowlder
which, having become dislodged by the frosts, had slid
from a high ledge, blockading the driveway. With the
intelligence of a human being the dog quickly retraced his
steps, got directly in the path of the approaching automobile and began barking. rrhe cha:ffeur slackened speed,
but none too soon, for the car stopped only a foot from the
The efforts which have been or late made by some Amer- rock. But for l\'Ia.jor's warning the chauffeur would have
icans in Paris to form a baseball association here seem des- been forced either to-hit t he bowlder or run into the lake,
tined to be croWJ1ed with success. The French Lycees have which is deep at that point.
now taken up the scheme with great enthusiasm, several
Rear Admiral Robert E . Peary, retired, discoverer of
baseball nines have been formed and a number of games
the
north pole, sailed recently for Nayles on the Koenig
have already taken place between American and French
youths. The leading spirit of the movement is T. Edward Albert on his way to Rome, where he was sent by the SecHoosevelt of New York, who is full of confidence for the retary of the Navy to attend the Tenth International Geofuture of the game in France, which will receive a great graphical Congress, which opens on April 10, and the meetfillip later when the champions of the National and Ameri- ing of the International Polar Commission, which will folcan League visit Paris during their world tour at the end low it. He was accompanied by his wife and daughter,
Miss Marie, his son Robert, and Herbert L . Bridgman of
of next season.
Brooklyn, who will rep resent this country at the congress.
Admiral Peary said he expected to stay in Europe until
Alvin B. Giles, treasurer of a motion picture company June. It is understood that three decorations will be bein Chicago, told about the growth of the motion picture stowed upon him for his work in polar exploration while
business. "At the present time," says Mr. Giles, "the he is abroad. When asked about his future plans Admiral
American people are spending $500,000 daily on motion Peary sa.id : "I am through with polar expeditions because
pictures shows. Every day in the United States more than I am too old to stand the hardship and exposure in the
5,000,000 persons go t.o see moving picture shows, and on frozen zones. The work will have to be carried on by
an average each person usu~lly s~ays an hour. The:e are younger men. I have seen my last great ice field, I have
at least
20,000 of these movmg picture
show houses ill the bm·lt my 1as t ig
· 1oo, an d, th"is is
· no t so sa d t o con t emp l at e,
.
.
Umted
States, and the number mcreases
at the
--"bl u bb er. " Th e AdmlT
· al
.
.
. rate of I 11ave ea t en my 1ast d.mner vl.
thirty to seventy a week. There are rn the Umted States· 1·a 1 tl1 11t tl u ·t d St te h 0 uld
d
500,000 persons engaged directly or indirectly in the mov- sl~t . let tolug t let. Ill e
·a s s
sen an expe·
·
· t
b ·
Th b ·
t
.
tc
1 ion o
1e
an
arc
ic.
mg pie ure usmess.
e usmess represen s an mves
- - - - -ment of $200,000,000."
Dr. George L. Walton, the neurologist, lectured the
other afternoon at the Harvard Medical School on how
The cat has often served the purposes of science, but to live through a life of happiness rather t han one of fret
g,enerally not to h!!r own comfort and frequently with the and fears . He said the present time was a less emotional
loss of her life. One cat in Australia, however, proved her period than that of fifty years ago, citing as an example· the
nseiulness in the advancement o.f human knowledge with- prevalence of fainting then, but that there was still much
out being compelled to sacrifice herself on the altar of nervons:i:less. If there w11s less of argument, swearing and
science. This cat belonged to a member of an expedition fretting, and more millingness to listen to criticism in a
inlo the interior of An!"tra!ia. One dn.y it brought to its sane manner there would be few cases of nervous prostramn.sier a strange little animal which it had captured among tion, he said. The workingman should come h.ome each
the rocks. The trooper handed the animal over to the clay tired and happy, instead of tired and cross, Dr. Walton
anthropologist of the party, who saw at once that pussy declared, but he thought that the pooling of enormous
had made an important discovery. The animal she had wealth was a forerunner of the doom of civilization. The
caught was a new and apparently rare species of the tribe child of to-aay, he said, after crawling in its crib, has diRof insect-eating marsupials belonging to the grea.t family carded the "Now I lay me down to sleep," in favor of "Do
of which the giant kangaroo is the most conspicuous repre- not mention death to me or I will lie awake al night."
sentative.
Three rules for happiness laid down by the doctor were :
"Don't harbor a grouch," "Don't live in t he past" and
Major, a valuable Scoi.ch collie, two and a half years old, Don't play the martyr." His favored rules for a life of
"flagged" an automobile party at Winsted, Conn., prevent- almost unalloyed bliss are: "Play ball, get busy and saw
·
ing what probably would have been a fatal accident. Major woo~"
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Stanley Bernstein, three years old, son of Isaac Bernstein, trainer of college athletes and "discoverer" of Packey
McFarland, is said by his father to be the youngest boxer
in the world in active training. The lad boxes an hour
every day under the tutelage of his father, whose ambition
it is to make his son the most perfectly developed athlete
in the world by the time he matures, to prove to ~uture
generations what training can do for a man. "When Stanley was thirteen months old he acted as mascot for 1the
University af Wisconsin football team in a game against
the University of Chicago, and since then he has taken
great interest in athletics."

GRINS AND CIIUCI\LES

Frank Tousey, Publisher
168 West 23d St., N. Y.

"Isn't t11at fellow ever going to propose?" "I guess
not. He's like an hour glaaes." "How's that?" "The
more time he gets the less sand he has."

GOOD CUltR.EN'l' NEWS Ail'l1ICLES

Jim Hall, who on · March 8, 1893, fought Bob Fitzsim"How well you are looking !" "Yes. I am 'i vegetamons at New Orleans for a purse of $±0,000, died at a rian." "That settles it. I shall never eat meat again.
tuberculosis sanitarium near Stevens Point, Wis. Hall How long have you been one?" "I begin to-morrow."
beat Fitzsimmons in four rounds at Sydney February 10,
1890, but Fitz always claimed this battle was a fake. FitzTramp-Can't you give me somethin' to eat, ma'am?
simmons won the New Orleans fight in four rounds.
Lady of the House-Yes. Here is a piece of home-made
mince pie. Tramp--I asked for food, ma'a,m, not work.
The Premier Diamond Company, South Africa, closes its
best year on record. Six hundred ]!!Cl' cent. has been paid
Affable Passenger-Inde ed, and you are a music hull
on the deferred stock in addition to 250 per cent. on the de- artiste! I am a banker, and I think it must be at least
ferred capital. The 350 per cent. recently declared on the twenty years since I w&s in a music hall. Music Hall
·deferred stock will not be paid until February, but being Artiste-And I'm quite certain, sir, it's twenty years since
50 per cent. higher than for the corresponding period in I was in a bank.
_-_ _ _ __
1911, it gives hope that the year 1913 will be even better.
Little Elmer-Mamm a, I saw a man down at the blacksmith's shop making a horse. Mamma-You must be misA few weeks ago one of the technical papers published taken, Elmer.
Little Elmer-No, I'm not, mamma. He
a statement that the Navy Department had offered a large had the horse
nearly finished when I came by. Re was
r eward for . a device for protecting ships from boinbs just nailing
on the feet.
dropped by aeroplanes into the ship's smoke pipes. No
such reward has been offered, or is in contemplation, but
A young woman went to a grocery store and asked the
the Navy Department is having considerable difficulty to polite
clerk if he had some good cheese. "Yes, indeed,"•
p ersuade its correspondents that such- is the case.
he replied. '.'I have some loYely cheese." "It is not correct to call cheese lovely," she said. "How is that?" he
Parcel-post business last month was almost 40 per cent. inquired. "Because 'lovely' should be used to qualify only
greater than in January. In February 50,000,000 pack- something that is alive." "Well," retorted the clerk, "I'll
ages were handled, an increase of,10,000,000 over the previ- stick to 'lovely.' "
ous month; but February contained three days less than
January. As in January, the three cities doing the large t
"You are accused of swindling people at a fortunc-tellparcel-post business in February were Chicago, New York ·ing game," said the district attorney. "Can you really
and Boston, in the order named. Chicago sent and re- read the past?" "No." "Well, I can." And he proceeded
ceived 5,167,000 packages, New York 4,102,000 and Boston to read the culprit's rather stormy record. "Can you
1,326,000.
read the future?" inquired the judge. "No." "Well, I
can, to some extent. At any rate, I can tell you where
Three hundred .Albanian inhabitants of the district of you'll be for the next two years."
Liuma, in the Turkish province of Kossova, were shot without trial by Servian troops, according to a despatch from
.An old couple came in from the country with a big
Uskup to the Frankfort Gazette. The inhabitants of the basket of lunch, to see the circus. The lunch was heavy.
district totalled 400. They were unarmed peasants and The old wife was carrying it. As they crossed a street
did not follow the example of the rest of the Albanians in the husband held out his hand and said : "Gimme that
fleeing to the mountains. All were captured by a column basket, Hannah." The poor old woman surrendered. the
of Servian troops who, after shooting 300 of them, brought basket with a grateful look. "That's real kind o' ye,
the surviving 100 us prisoners to Prisrend, the capital of Joshua," she quavered. "Kind!" grunted the old man.
the province.
"I waa afeared ye'd git lost."
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to. things, and a great many appropriate things wi.thout
bemg sent. I always watch the lunch counter for evidence
'
B
Al
-d--A
t
I against cash girls about whom my suspicions are aroused.
y
exan_er_ rms rong,
Th ey don,t dare buy ribbons
.
.
"
and trmkets
to take home, so
A devoted little mother with a two-months'-old baby on they gorge themselves at the lunch counter and patronize
her shoulder recently entered a New York store. Over the every apple and peanut stand on the way home. That
baby's embroidered robe a long double cloak was wrapped, w.as the way I :first suspected Lillian Smith, the little girl
and the child seemed to require a great deal of attention 1 pickpocket, about which so much' was said in the papers a
beneath his cloak, all of which was given by the mother I ~ew years ago. She was a beautiful little girl, with an
with many smiles and caresses. As she was about leaving mnocent, sweet face, whom you would never suspect oi
the store she was quietly invited into a retired apartment, anything croo~ed. ~ saw her devouring a sixty-cent l~ch
and beneath the baby's cloak was found secreted somethinO' ·one day, and immediately l watched her, and after a little
like $80 worth of goods. She began on shoes and :finished found that she was taking eight or nine pocketbooks a
on Easter eggs, eight chocolate eggs being stowed together day. The Society for the Prevention of Crnelty to Children
with handkerchiefs, dolls, rattles, some velvet, and a piece took up her case, and Mr. Gerry may well feel proud of
of lace. Of course she cried, and the baby cried in concert, her, for she has entirely reformed ,from her bad habits,
and altogether a damp, depressing scene followed.
been ad.opted. by a wealthy family, and is growing up into
At the close of a dull day, as the detective in a large a ~;autiful girl.
. .
. .
store was about leaving, he saw a prettily-dressed lady take - ~ rath~r pathetic little mcident occurred here at
from the candy counter two ten-cent bars of molasses Christmas time. The wife of an actor of very good repucandy.
tation in the city took articles of considerable value from
"I didn't want to prosecute the woman " said 'the de- the fancy work department. When detected she made full
tective, "for I surmised that she had a bab; at home or an confession of her guilt, and stated, with many tea.rs, that
unusually sweet tooth herself, so I summoned my woman her husband had be~n ill for some time-that she had no
assistant and said loud enough for the lady to hear: money to make Christmas presents to her friends, as was
'That woman will have to go before the inspector before her custom, and that she hated to let them know she was
she leaves.' The color instantly forsook the lady's face so poor. In her pocket was a check from the Actors'
and a deathly pallor ensued. She flew nervously fro~ Relief Association , which partially corroborated her story,
one counter to the other, casting furtive glances about to and she was :finally excused.
find some place to deposit her stolen goods, and at last
"All the way from $10,000 to $50,000 a year are lost to
dashed frantically into one of the small rooms. My assist- proprietors of large stores through shoplifting. In some
ant followed and beheld the poor woman hastily devouring of the Sixth Avenue stores where no detectives are emthe candy. Occasionally she would stop and burst into ployed three, four, and even five sealskin cloalrn are stolen
t ears, and then resume her hunied repast. She might in a day, and rarely do the detectives in stores where they
have thrown the candy away, but in her fright it did not aro· employed search a person for stolen gootls that they
occur to her, so she devoured the whole lot. I wouldn't do not :find concealed about them articles belonging in
have eaten that candy for ten dollars, and I thought that other stores all along the avenue. In some of these stores
meal, with its probable resulting acute cholera morbus, was a plumber is regularly employed to keep· the ladies' toilet
sufficient punishment, so I let her go.
in order, for into the sinks are thrown pocketbooks from
"A beautifully dressed woman," the detective added, which the money has been taken, sm:all parcels, when the
"tried to carry out some concealed goods one day. She shoplifter finds she is being watched, cards and tags on
seemed to have plenty of mon ey, and, in fact, had spent a goods, and a whole piece of lace or embroidery is someconsiderable sum, but when search was instituted, what'! times crowded down out of sight to avoid detection.
do you suppose we found? Two bright pink silk under"Sealskin sacques are usually hooked on a large hook
shirts. Now, why in the world that respectable middle- fastened for that purpose inside a shoplifter's circular,
aged woman wante~ t~ steal those ~iddy pink shirts, to near the neck. Recently a det?.ctive, watching a lady board
wear for the admiration of her pious old husband, I a car, saw, as one foot was lifted to the step, a sealskin
couldn't imagine; but, thinking such wifely devotion cloak hanging from beneath her dress, and he kindly re-should be rewarded, I let her go after she had given up lieved her of it.
the stolen property.
"A lady came down the stairs of a large store with a
"Another stylish lady used to come in here with a very sealskin jacket carried boldly over her shoulder. She was
elaborate parasol decorated with lace and ribbon, and hav- 1seen tearing the tag off, suspicion was aroused, and she
ing a heavy silver monogram on the handle. She had a! "as detained. She claimed to have brought the cloak
preference for the notion counter, and as she sat there one I down to show to a friend, but as the friend could not be
special sale day when the people crowded about the counter found, she was 'rough shadowed' about the city through
I took the parasol from her reluctant hand and opened it . the day, and seen bringing a handsome cloak out of one
suddenly. A shower of little articles fell, covering a large 1 store and a valuable shawl from another, in the same way,
circle on the floor, and in the stir that followed my lady! which she gave to her accomplice outside.
escaped. When I looked around she was gone, and I had
"Two little children conceived an ingenious method o.f
only the parasol left. I have it still, lace and frills and stealing ribbons, which consisted in carrying a little basket
silver monogram and all.
with holes in the bottom, through which an end of ribbon
"Yes, a great man;r children are sent to help themselves . was pas'sed and. pulled until they had taken the enilie roll."
")
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MAKING PLATES FOR U CLE SAM'S CURRENCY or rather one side of it, is hardened in turn, and from the
roll the design is transferred to a softer plate of steel by
It can safely be said that not one out of a hundr'ed peo- the same process of' pressure. The latter plate is the one
ple who handle banknotes know whow much trouble it ta.kes from which the printing is done. Inasmuch as not more
to make them. The "making" in this case, of course, is than from ten to twelve thousand impressions on paper can
und erstood in the sense of producing the attractive speci- be taken from one steel plate, it is clear that numerous
mens of the engraver's art in green, orange, and black. printing plates have to be made from the original engravOtherwise the "making" comes quite easy for more people ing, which is known as the "bed piece."
than the average citizen is aware of. Even the more or less
The plates used for printing are immediately destroyed
cru<le work of the counterfeiter is the "result of laborious when the impressions begin to show flaws. The "bed
and painstaking efforts of many weeks. In detective stories pieces" are preserved in a vault of the Treasury, and temone is wont to read that artists of the highest standing porarily transferred to the Bureau of Engraving and
frequently lend their genius to the production of the Printing when it becomes necessary to make new print"queer," but this is indignantly denied by the legitimate ing plates. All this is done under the strictest superartists.
vision, of course, yet it has happened that wax impr~.:;sions
"During my long, career I have heard of but two or got into the hands of counterfeiters. These wax impresthree good engravers who had to do with counterfeits," sions have been treated with chemicals known only to the
said L. J . Hatch, formerly of the Government Bureau of producers of the "queer," until every line, dot, and filaEngraving and Printing, and now connected with the ment of the genuine original was transferred to the counWestern Banknote Company. "The good engraver would terfeit plate. Of course, in such cases nothing remained
scorn to engage in such work. His standing as an artist for the Government but to retire the entire series of
and a citizen is .too high for that sort of thing."
genuine ·notes from circulation. It happens not infreOne can readily gain an idea of the minuteness of bank- quently that counterfeiters produce a small number of the
note work when it takes a good engraver from twenty to "queer" stuff with obvious defects. 'l'hen, after the press
thirty clays to complete the vignette-portrait or scene- or the so-called counterfeit detectors have called public at. alone.
'
·
tention to ihe faults, the latter are corrected, and what may
"Each portrait requires a different combination of lines be termed a revised edition of the counterfeit is issued in
and dots to harmonize with the features of the man to be large numbers, more dangerous than the first issue.
portrayed," said Mr. Hatch. "There is no system of porPhotography has seen its best days in counterfeiting.
trait engraving. If an artist would attempt to employ a 'fhere are special points in each genuine note, notably the
settled method he would distort the features. In fact, each tints of different color, which the photographer cannot
engraver puts his own in'dividuality into his work, and his produce. But there are methods of operating on steel
production is as characteristic of him as the signature is plates which expert counterfeiters know to handle with
of a writer. So much is this the case that one engraver in great dexterity and no mean workmanship. 'l'wo methods
this line will be able to tell the work of another at a are especially dangerous, because they produce the original
glance."
design with such exactness that only the quality of the
engravings-like
in the recent five-dollar silver certificate
'l'ruly, the lot of a bank-note engraver is that of a
patient toiler. Day after day he plods away with his as- -:furnishes a criterion to determine whether a note is
sortment of diamond-pointed gravers, some of them as counterfeit or genuine.
:fine as the finest needles. Line by line and dot by dot he
The professional counterfeiter rarely, if ever, places his
carves into the shining steel plate before him a miniature own work into circulation . He sells to what il:l known as
of the design to be reproduced. 'l'he days lengthen into the "second party," an<l the latter in turn to the "shover."
weeks ·and the weeks into months before his work is finExperienced detectives claim that the "second party,"
ished, yet each line and dot is of his own creation until the as a rule, pays about thirty per cent of the face value for
minute carvings blend into one beautiful production-a his "queer" stuff, and he in turn sells to the "shover"
speaking likeness of the design, and still so widely differ- at an advance at from fifteen to twenty per cent. '11 he
ent in the execution. That part of the plate, however, is "shover" generally travels in company with a "pal," who
not the one from which the note is printed. '11 he lathe carries the bulk of the "queer." This is done in order
worker and the letterer have been busy on their parts of that if the counterfeit is fastened upon the "shover" and
the design while the portrait engraver was working. Each his arrest follows, and no other counterfeit be found on
artist works on a separate piece of steel. These pieces are his person, it relieves him, in a meas ure, from the suspicion
hardened, and form the die. From the latter the design of being a "professional.." The prices paid vary, of course,
is transferred to a steel roll of softer nature by applying with the greater or lesser degree of workmanship in the
an immense pressure; actually impressing the design of counterfeit, and so is .the manner of circulation a<lapted
the die to the roll, ori which, of course, the parts sunk in to the circumstances. Smaller notes are pretty generally
the die will be elevated and the elevations depressed.
circulated without regard to unison in action, but if big
This part of the work, though mechanical, requires the bills have to be floated arrangements are made by which
greatest degree of nicety and exact adjustment of parts in a bulk of the "queer" can be put in circulation simulthe complicated machinery. Its results, speaking by com- taneously-down to the minute-in every large city and
parison, are to a sterotype matrix what a steel engraving in numerous places of each city. 'l'his is done to circumof modern times is to an ancient wood cut. The steel roll, vent any telegraphic "pointers., sent from one city to ancontaining now what ma.Y. ~ termed the matrix of the note, other of the discovery of counterfeits.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
According to the last reports the enlisted strength of
the navy is now 47,300. During the past month there has
been a gain of 500, and it is thought that in four or five
months the navy will approach its authorized strength of
51,500 men.
For the first time 500 rounds o.f ball cartridges have been
fired success.fully from a machine gun on the deck of a
Zeppelin airship at Friedrichshafen, Germany. The airship used in the experiment was the LZ 16. The gun was
handl~d with ease and precisfon although the wind was
blowing at the rate o.f twenty-two yards a second, fortyfirn miles an hour.
Mrs. John M. Horan, 50 years, wife of a Democratic
politician of Johnson, Orange County, N. Y ., was drowned
in a cistern at her home the other day. She had suffered
a stroke of apoplexy when near the cistern and fell into it.
Her husband left her for only a few moments ,and when he
returned she was gone. He found the body in the cistern
by prodding with a garden rake.
The fifty-second anniversay of the Wanamaker Store was
celebrated in Philadelphia recently with impressive ceremonies. Mr. Wanamaker was greeted by thousands of employes in the Grand Court of the immense store. Trumpeters announced the opening of the anniversary. The anniversary song was sung by a mammoth chorus, after
which a bouquet symbolic of the fifty-two :years as founder
was handed to Mr. Wanamaket.
Chas. H. Schnell, the purseT of the Kaiser Wilhelm I I.,
completed his three hundredth round trip across the Atlantic when that steamer arrived recently from Bremen. Purser Schnell bas sailed ·1,800,000 miles Ile is a lucky purser.
He left the Elbe for another ship just before she slartecl on
the trip that sent her to the bottom of the North Sea. He
was purser aboarcl. the Lahn, which was hclcl. up by a fog
just long enough 1.o miss ge tting caugbt in the Hoboken
pier fire or June 30, 1900. Schnell has been a purser
thirty-one years and hi s son is a purser on another ship of
the North German Lloyd line.
William Fitting, nineteen, of East Williston, L. I., N.
Y., has actually undergone "more than flesh and blood can
stand," but still lives. For the second time ·within five
years he had his legs amputated by a train on the Long
Island Railroad the other clay. Four years ago he fell
under the wheels of a train at Glen Head and both legs
were cut off. He supplied their place with wooden ones.
Recently he was standing at the Westbury station of the
road when he saw a woman bewildered on the track in the
path of an approaching tiain. He managed to save her
from injury, but the train struck him and he was rolled
under the wheels and loot his wooden legs. He was n ot
seriously hurt, although more or less bruised and cut.

President Wilson will preserve as a family keepsake the
United States flag which waved over his head when he took
the oath of office as P resident of t he United States. At the
request of Mr. Wilson t he superintendent of t he Capitol,
Elliot Wooda, sent t he flag to. t he White House. The flag
is new, having been unfurled only two days before the inauguration. Th e first req11est from the White H ouse was
for the flag which the Chief Executive thought l}.ad been
draped about the stand from which he made his inaugural
address. It was discovered, however, that this was bunting.
The President t hen a!ked for the Capitol flag, which is 8
feet 11 inches by 71 feet in size.
China is n ow a republic, but they still do some things in
the old way. For example, an edict has been issued by the
Cabinet of t he r epublic that will change the st yle CJf dress
from Orient to Occidental. Women are to give up their
trousers for a loose-fi tting garment on the lines of a kimono
for housewear, and shirtwaist and pleated Etkirt for street
use. Men are to wear tl;le business suit and conventional
evening clothes of the Ea.st. Women will be permitted to
wear not hing but high shoes, while men will be allowed to
use high calfskin or low tan shoes. It may be that the
Government will find difficultr in enforcing an edict so
revolutionary, especially when many Chinese women look
upon their present costume, and not without grounds, too,
as being more modest and cqnvenient. Certainly the
women sailors who swarm upon the rivers of China, and all 1
other women who engage in r ough manual work, will find
a skirt not so convenient to work in as their present baggy
trousers. Whether t he reform carries or not,. the people of ,
China, both men and women, will not be much troubled
over changes in style.
0 1erwhelmed by a blizzar d on the open prairie sixteen
miles from Rapid City, S. Dak., A. F . P erry, his wife, three
daughters and a son, who were t rekking from the Black
Hills, were found frozen to death, according to word recei1ed here. A119ther son may have perished, while a
third, dazed, was found riding aimlessly in search of t he
others. The party was overcome within a m ile of the Milton Frazer ranch, where there was warmth and cheer, and
in their wanderings had passed it several times, the blinding snow obscuring it. With their household belongings
in a paririe schooner and the two older sons driving t heir
twenty-six cattle ahead, they left here despite the full force
of the storm struck them. Perry blindfolded his balking
horses with gunny sacks, but in vain, and finally set them
loose. They reached the ranch. Too frozen to climb back,
he died beside the wagon. Mrs. Perry's body was found
with her infant son clasped to her breast in a last attempt
to appease its hunger. The three other children were huddled about he1•. Her skirts and underclothing were bound
about them. Two men who started t o search for the Perrys
are missing and no word has been received from the
brother.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
TURKS TO KEEP GALLIPOLI.
A Government newspaper of Belgrade, publishes the
conditions on which the Balkan allies are willing to accept the powers' mediation.
Hostilities are to continue until the peace heaty is ·
signed. The basis of negotiations will be the same as was
}ajd before the Ottoman delegates at London on Dec. 23.
The frontier lines are to extend from :Midia to Rodosto.
The Gallipoli peninsula is to remain in Turkey's possession, but all territories to the west, with the exception of
Albania, must be surrendered to the allies.
Adrianople and Scutari must be surrendered bdore the
negotiations begin.
The Aegean Islands are to be ceded to Greece, and
Turkey must pay an indemnity, the amount of which will
be determined later.
Turkey must guarantee the full rights of Balkan subjects residing in Turkish territories.
About fifty Servian soldiers were killed on board Ser. GE~. DIAZ WANTS TO RETG"RX .
vian transport'! at San Giovanfo di Medua, on the AdriGen. Porfirio Diaz, the fqnner President of Mexico, who atic coast, the other day by shells from the TUTkish cruiser
arrived in Naples a few days a.go from Egypt, is enjoying H::w:nidieh. Much of the aminunition on the transport exthe mild weatheT and apparently is ·not concerned with the ploded.
even ts in Mexico. N eYertheless, he is in constant communication with the :Mexican Legation at Rome and evidently
WATER FRONT SITE FOR AR)IIOUR & CO .
also in indirect communicahon with the Mexican Government, as it is manifest that he is well posted on the reIt is stated that Armour & Co. of Chicago have concent phases of the crisis which resulted in the downfall a.nd tracted to spend $2,000,000 in the acquisition of a water
death of Ptesident l\1adero.
front site for a packing plant in Jersey City. This is
Gen. Diaz has announced that he has nothing to add to looked upon as a forerunner of similar purchases by Swift
the stutements he made on his arrival here. He says he & Co. and the Morris and Cudahy interests. The removal
will return to ~exico when the country is pacified and of the tariff on beef is the potent fa0tor in this action of
earlier if the country needs him. When asked whether or the packers. 'l'hey believe that free beef and beef products
not he would return immediately if officially requested to is only a matter of time. While they are not certain that
do so hy his countrymen, he replied in the affirmative with- beef will go on the free list at this session of Congress they
are confident that the scarcity of cattle in the United
out hesitation.
States and the high prices which beef is commanding w111
compel the farmers and cattle raisers to accept beef on the
FACTS WORTH READING.
free list. The plan is to bring cattle direct from ArgenAccording to Lloyd's register more than 2,000 vessels tina, Canada and other countries and slaughter them in .
were wrecked in 1911.
Jersey City. "There has been no announcement at the
T,he grand total value of the. world's :fisheries products yards," said a representafo·e of Armour & Co., "but such
is $140,496,612.
a program would be quite in the progressive spirit. Even
There are 860,294 persons on the United States pen- should the traiff remain unchanged there is much in favor
sion roll.
of constructing plants in the East. The Eastern territory
There are more United States pensioners in Ohio than is the largest consumer in the field. With the South Amerin any other State. E leads with 82,895. In Pennsyl- ican grazing fields producing a large number of surplus
vania there are 82,300 and ~n New York 72,444.
cattle it is obvious we would save money by shipping alive
The average daily attendance in the public schools in to New YoTk or Jersey City and butchering and dressing
the United States was 12,827,625, and the enrollment 17,- the meat there. We would save all the by-products, which
813,852.
have a big market here. Swift and Armour have packing
There are 8,357,625 telephone stations in the United plants in Buenos Ayres, and if the tariff is taken off beef
States. 'l'he German Empire ranks second with 1,069,251. they can bring much of their A:r,gentina output, whicl1 now
There are 327,348 fodians scattered throughout the goes to England, direct to New York. In the event of free
United States.
meat Australia will be a big contender and can ship direct
The Manhattan Bridge is the greatest suspension bridge to New York through the Panama Canal in comparatively
in the world.
fast time."

A PRINTING TRADE EXPOSITION.
The histO!'J of the art of printing will be told in the exhibits of th e National Printing, Publishing, AdYertising
and Allied Trades Ex-position, which will open at the
Grantl Central Pal:!ce, New York, on April ;19, and stay
open for the succeeding week. Copies of 'fhe Peking Gazette, the oldest newspaper in the world, printed centuries
before this country was dis;covered, will be shown. There
will be ·new.:; letters in cuneiform characters on clay that
were dug from the ruins of Perscpolis; there will be books
:printetl by Guttenberg and Caxton. There will be s~own
every type of press from the handpress of Guttenberg's
time to the last wbrd in the huge inh·icate presses of today. One interesting feature will be the reproduction of
the little offices where F"ranklin, GTeeley, and :Mark Twain
learned to set type, and these offices will be fitted out with
the kinds of type they used to set.

Also known ns a
.Japanese buttertly. A
pleasing novelty enclosed tn an envelope.
"\Vhen th e envelope 1s
opened Flffi will !ly
ot:t

through

the

a.Ir

tor s e v e r o. l yards.
1'fade ot co lor ed paper
to represent a. butterPrlcc, lOc.
tly alx Inches wide.
M. V. GAJ.LIGA.N, 410 \V. 56th St., N. l'.

l 'A1'"18HL"\'G CJGAr..
This cigar ls m ade Jn
exact lmltat Ion ot a g oo d
one. It I• hole\ by a. rubbor cord whi c h, with the
atta.c!led safety pin, I•
taatencd on th e Inside ot
the sleeve. When offered
to o. friend, as It lo about to be taken, It will
ln•tantly dlaappear.
Price, lOc. each by mall, postpaid.
C. BEIIR, luO W. 62d St., New l'.ork City.

.u.rA..'i'E8E WATER FJ,owrms
Wlth:>ut exc~ption. 1he
most beautiful n.nrt lntere1t111g thlnc:a o n t hn
They con!Jist
market.
dozen dried-up
a
of
sprlt:s. neatly ent;n3ec\
in ha.ndaomcly deroratenvelopes, just :u
f"d
they arc impo rted rrom
Jn.pan. Place one ·spr ig
tn a bowl or water,
and tt begins to exurlo
varloua brta:ht Unta. Then It alowly opens ou t
Into va1 lous aha pea o! exqublte ftowera. Thef
are o! all colors of the rainbow. It is ve,.y
M.mnaln g to watch them ta1<e form.
Small 1lze, price 5 cents; :arge alze. l.O
cents a package, by mall, postpaid.
lll. V. GALLlGAN, 419 W. 56th St., N. l'.

HUMANATONE.
The Improved Hume.no.tone. Thls !luto
wlll be found to be
th e most enjoyable
a.rU cle ever offered;
nickel plated. finely
polished-; each put
up In a box with full
instruction how to
Price.
them.
u se
18c., postpaid.
'l'OLFF
NOVELTY CO.,
29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

JAPANESE TWIRLER.
A wonderful Import ed paper
By a simple manipunovelty.
lation of the wooden ho.ndleu a
number of beautiful figure s can
be produced. It takes on several
co r11 b 1nn.t1 on s ot mal:'nitlcent
Price, toe., postpaid.
colors.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO.,
29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

LITTI.E CUECKER BOARDS.

Sl'RING TOPS
Something new for the
A top you can
hoyo.
i;pln without a !String.
rl'h Is i! n clecldcd novIt ls of larg&
e! ly.

size, rnade of brass, and
has a heavy balance
The shank conrim.
tains a power!ul spring
The top of the
and has an outer casing.
•hank has a milled edge tor winding lt. up.
Wh en wound, you merel y U!t the outer cas·
Ing, and the top spins at auch a rapid speed
tha.t the balance rim keepfi ft. goinz- o.. Jon~
Without doubt the handsomest and
time.
best top on the market.
Price 12 cento each, by mall, post-pald
Il. }'. J,A:'>/G, 1815 Centre St., D'kl711, N. l'.

rrfce 'i' centl'4 each Oy

They are made

ot durable colored card board, !old to the t.lze
ot 6th x 3¥,a Inches, and are so handy in sizo

that they can be cnrrff'd tn tho po(.;.ltet. They
contA.ln 2-4 red and black checkers, and are
just aa serviceable aS thf\ most expensive
hcards made. The bo~ and lid can be fastened
tog-tsther in a. momenL by mean:s . . ot patent
joints ln the ends. Full directions printed on
each box.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. l'..

TllE NEW FROG JOKEB.
Bushels or run! 1 'Froggy" ha.a
got a very croaking and rasping
voice, and when held In the hollow ot the hand and made to
looks
instinctively
one
croak,
around for a bullfrog. An amuslnrr joke can be plnycd on your
friends l v passing tho ratchetwheel ot the frog down their
coat-sleeve 1r the bncl\: or the ir
coat. The rip ping, tearing nolbe
glves th e1n a SC\"Cr e shock, anO.
they heaYe a sigh or relic( when
t he y llnd thut their clothes are
•ound and whole as before. A good jolco ls
to ma.ke a gentlf"mnn's or lady's watch a
•tern winder. With th o frog concealed In your
hand, you take the stem or the watch between your thumb and finger, nnd at the
aame time allow the ball or your thumb to
pass over the ratchet-wheel of th9 rrof{, when
to the company you will seem to be wln1.1ng
the watch, hut the noise will startle them, for
'twill sound more like winding Barnum's
~team en.Hope than a watch, and you can ](eC"p
Th-. posaessor or one
winding lndotlnltely,
ot theso Frog J okers can have any n1nount
of tun with lt. It le ma•ie ot bronze metnl
and will never we~r out. .Do not fall to 3end
for one. Price, JOc., 3 for ?ii~. by mall, post»ald; one dozen by express, 70c.
H. 1''. LA."IG, 11115 Celltrc St., B'ld;ya, N. Ji'..

I lTTLE Rll''S TE:K-PINl!I.
Jn each .set there are
ten plus and two bowl ..
lnc balls, packed In &
beautltulty ornamented
box. With one ot thes•
~:-<l'l..............-~7 mtniflture acta you can

\

~

~~fng:~.~~~ t:ibre ~c:i~i
08

'8.a the game
can be played Jn a regular alley. Every game
-

&•

well

ltnOW:l. to profesaJona.I bowlers can be worked
with the•e pins. Price, toe. per box by mall.
postpaid.
;I. F. I.ANG, 181G Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

DUPLEX BICl'.CLE WilJSTLE.
This la a dot:blo whistle, producing loud but very rich, harmoni ou s ~ounds, entirely differ·
ent from ordinary whistles. It
ls ju•t the thing for bicyclists
qr sportsmen, its peculiar double
n.nd resonant tones at once attracting alte!ltlon. It ta a.n imporle d w h i s t 1 e , handsomely
nickel plated, and will be found
a Ye r y useful and handy pocket
PrJce, lOc.; 3 tor
companion.
mail. postpaliUc.; one dozen, 75c., aent by
WOL1''F NOVELTY CO .• 2V W. 26th SL N. Y.
BUBBLE BLOWER.
With this device, a
continuous s e I 1e1 ot
bubble• can be blown.
It is a. wooden, cii;ar\:
shaped blower, enca1.,,,,
tng a smiill v1al, Jn
/"'\r-'\ .;.
which there Is a pleco
V~
The vial I•
of soap.
tilled with w"tcr, and a peculiarly perforated
cork ta inserted. "\Vhcn you blow tn to · the
mouthpie ce, it J!ets up a hydraultc pressure
through the cork perforations and cauaea
bubble a.!ter bubble to come out. No need of
dlJ>plng Into water once the little bottle lo
.ine4. Prloe, lCc. each by mall, postpaid.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York (;ft;r.
IIALF MASKS.
mtle!
n.
beaten
Fal!e-facea
There are 7 in a set and rep resen t
an Indian, a Japanel!e girl, a
clown, Foxy Grandpa, an Engltsh
Johnny Atkins and an AutomoBeautifully lithographed
blllst.
I n ha.ndsorne colors on a dm·able
They have
QunJJty or cardbo::i.rd.
e}•eiholes and string perforations.
Pricfl', Oc. each, or the :tull set at
7 for 25c •• postoal"
111. Y. GAJ,LIGAN,
419 W. 56th St., N. Y.

I · -·
(;.:;\
---~-O--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:t"'-_·"·-~~·;f1:__ [ID@ ~,,":'~et.pu~~ ~on~fst8t~~
DOUBLE CJ,APPERS

LITTLE ACCORDEONS
The small est, cheapest,
and best sounding musical in et rumen t for the
price. Thl• perfect little accordeon h as four
keys and eight notes, a
up o n
s eal~.
complete
which you can play alIt ts
most any tune.
a.bout 6 x 2'4 In ches In size, and ls not a toy,
but a practJcal and serviceable accorcleo n in
every respect; with ordinary care tt will last
tor years, ancl produ ces sweet music and perfect harmony. Anyone can learn to play it
wlth very little prartlce. •
Price 12 cents each, by mall, post-paid
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 2V W. 26th St., N. V.

l

-

MYSTIC PL'ZZLE
The newest and most
1

_1
.
They are handsomely made ot white wood.
G lnC'hes long, with carefully rounded edges.
On each side a steel spring ts secured, with
flat leaden discs at the ends. They produce
a tremPndous <'latter, and :ret they can be
pla)"P.d cyen better than Tht\ most expensive
The nnest art lcle
bones used by n1inst r els.
of its ktnd on the market. Price 7 centt : a
pair, postpaid.
l\I, V. GALLIGAN, 419 ,V, G6th St., N. Y.

a flat piece o! wood
1'"- x 3 inches, neat]lr
coYered wHh i mi taThe
leather.
tion
cross-bar and ring jn
'rhie object is to
th e hole are nickel-plated.
get the small ring off the bar. It absolutely
cannot be do no by anyone no t in the secret.
!.lore tun to be had with tt than with any
~~~e~ep~~;~~cA"~~eih/~e~~ ~~~lc~~~akable and
Price 10 cents each by mall, post-paid
B. F. J.AJ.~G, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

THE FLUTTER-BY.
This 1-:-1e chanlcal flying
a
by kt
worked
fs p!'e.
machine
l t loo
new prlncl
like a beautiful butterfly, ubout 9 Inches wide.
ln nctlon its wing moven1en ts arc exncLJy like
those or a llve butterfly. It will travel
through the air abo11t 25 feet, tn the most
As flying toys are all th•
nutu1·al manner.
rage, this one shoulcl be a f!Ourcc ot pr0flt nntl
Price,
:0 111 11sement to hnth old nnd young.

TABLE RAUSING TRICK
most mystifying
The
t r Ic k ever d one b y a
The Permagician.
former shows !I. plain
He places
Ught table.
his hand fiat upon its
The table cllnrrs
top.
1
to his hand as if gluecl there. He may swing
I It In the :>lr, but the table wlll not leave his
ha.nd until he sets it on th e floor again. The
table 'Can be inspected to show that th ere a.re
1 no strings or wires attached.
Price 12 cents each, I by mail, post-paid
JIJ. V. GAJ,LIGAN, 419 W. a6t b St., N. Y.

8 c. E>AC'h hy mall, ri os1pald.
u.. 1•'. LA.l\t.i, i~H5 CenL1·c iSL, ll'li.Jyn, N. ~.

~

MUSICAL SEAT

POWDER.
Gee whiz! ~'bat tun
can
hnxe v.~1th

1'0U

this sturr. l\Io!sten the

ttp

or

your Mncer. tap

Jt on the contents u!
tho box, and a little
bit will slick.
Then
1ha ko h .. ndo with your
!!·lend,
or
drop
A
•Peck down n 19 bo.ck.
ln a tnt nute h• will
foci as !! ho bad 1ha

wtn

1a&l<d

him

•cratc~~ve;~J~a~'~u1~~·

an1J

make !a.ceL But It 1• pertectly harmle••. a1
tt 11 made from the aeed• of w1ld 1·015e1. The
horrible Itch 1topa In a. fe\'f minute.11, or C'an

Sure Fire
Accuracy
Penetration

lte chocked lmmodla~el y by rubbing the opot
with a wet cloth. Wh!lo ' It !o work!nl:', you

:~~I ~~.at~.io j~'t::.&'~l~Yi~ ·~:fc9.nW 'b~':itt~••:

The World's
Record Holders

ltax, lt)I ....11. peatpald.

WOLFF NOVELTY CO •• 29 W. 26th St .. N . Y.
I

OOOD LUCK BANKS.
Orn&mental ae w ell • aa u1eful.
Made •! k;ghly nickeled braos.
lt ho ld• just Ono D•llar.
When
fll!ed •t o)Jene Itself.
Romnlna
1.. cked until raftllcd. C&n be ueed
a~ a watehcharm.
l.tonoy ret1>11ded It n.t aatlatled.
Price, lOc.
by mmll.

Remin,ton-U MC .22 cal.

cartridges have broken
Th le•lailoa·UUC uh make a liai
two records in two years.
_,!:-,v;•The present world's 100-shot gallery- .:;cord 2484 ex 2500 held by
Arthur Hubalek was made with these hard hitting .22's.
'
They will help you, too, to break your best shooting records •
. R,emin,ton- U!-fC .22' ~ are made, too, with hollow point bullet1.
Th11 1ncreases ~heir· shockmg and killing power.

L. Cleaart1ns, 84'1 Winthrop St., BrnoklJ'TI, N. Y.
CAOHOO 0:1. EINEEZINO POWDER.

,h;~0 :ri~ ..t~\~~r~:,~

Remington- UMC-the perfect shooting combination
llEMINGTON ARMS-UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
299 Broad"''' Ne" York CllJ

or thll ••wdor, ...lo.en 111•wn
in 9. r••m,
Will ciLUl6'
everyene to nneeze witlleut
anyone knowing where it

:r:"!!/ra0o~o Un!:.'·:~~ 1~~~~tr':~~ ~~!~/U,.!~k
t.nd cerner $!

Rider Agents Wanted

a roem. It ta l'll'fecttty Ila.rm•
leH. Ca( b•• I• put up In bottle•. and ene
bettl• contain• enough to be uaed trona 1t te
1' tlme1. Price, by ml.II, lOc. each; S tar He,
WOLI•l •' NOYELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

I-BAY WONDER
Thia la a wonc!ertut little
optic~!

Illusion. Jn use, you
apparently sae the bones In

~f;:-et~~dth:~:aJ'~~· a 1~en~

ell. etc.
,.rhe principle on
which it Is operated cannot
be d!scloaed here, but It will afrord no end o(
tun for any person who ha• one. ~rtce, li
cenu eacl:., by .tr:i.tl, po•tpaid.
H. F. LANO, 1815 Centre St •• B'klyu, N. Y,

~

~~~ ~:;tuatln!'~a i~:t~8r-~f;t~i

$1

l o§er.

to $27

with Oouter-Brakea, Punctur.Proot ti,_
1911a1atzMede l•
all or bHt makoa....
to
liii

$7

I

$1q,

100 8111cond - Hand Wheel•
All makeo and mode~•·
coed as new..................
3 to $OS>
v

Great FACTORY 0

I

G BALll

we Sh/11 on A11pl'Oral without •
d!J>oMt. pau lh2_h<IJlhtt•nd allow
· 10 DA Y'S FtrEll! RIAL.
amt

TIMES,

oo•stor-brake re1r wheel._
])a?'tll &Dd reraln a t half tlB1'&1
DO NOT 8UY untl 7ou eat our e&ta..

lam.pl, Bl.Pldrlea,
lo~eA

prie<a.

and oft'er. Wtoite now.

MEAD cvca.E co., Dept Pl88

Cblcaso,111.

Wizard Repeating
1·

compartment which w!ll not
allow lt to sink. To kec,p !t
In a. nature.! position, the lower
fin la b"llasted _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___:_
with lemd.
To ma.Ice hit worlk, I a. aprln1< ls j
wound up. You
then t row t n the water, j
.Ill
and the ma.chlnery Inside cau•e• the tall to
~
Ventri loquist Double Throat
:~~~leW~~~ ~[of.:'~altd~nw~h~~~og~~lt:~I~: i:;:fii
F>ts roof of mou1h; alwa>S lnv;slble; .,eatest
8
lt i• recovered. and it can then be rewound. I
~!~i.;~~/~ ~o~::: ~;b~~Yli~!;::~;:~~:~'i
ltacea between two of. these rtshe£ are ver7
hke ::i. canary. and imitate birds and beasts of
tntereating. Price, 25 cenu each by mall, poa•·
th~ field and forest. Load11 of fun. Wonder·
11atd.
~~t ~~~~~t~~~rTlso~:::.s :~'?i t:Cr~c0e~:~{:.
C. DERR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.
Doublo Throat Co.Opt. KFrenchtown,N.J.

I

LOTS OF FUN FOR A Dl1'6E

I

LAUGHABLE EGG TRICK
This 19 the !unn!eat
tri ck ever exhibited and
always produces roars of.
laughter.
The perform ..
er says to the o.ud lenca
foat he requ'.res some

LIQUID PISTOL
Will etop the moat vie•
louo dos (or Dl3n) with•
eat permanent lnlary.
Pertectl:r aa.te \0
without dan1er
of l~akage.
Fires and recharge• D:r
p11-lll114r the trlner. Loa.ds trom any Liquid. No
0&~fld1ea reQalre<I. Over six sh°" la one loa.ctln&.
All dealers. or b.J matil:l SOc. P!atol wlth robber corered bol&rer . .:ioc.
olners sevara.te, l&a. Sead
mot1ey order. No postage stamps or ootas accepted..
PAKKER, STEAUS & CO., 2i3 OEORGIA AYE., IA80UYN, N. Y.

c"rry

BLlJE Ei'l'A.HJELLJC•
FREE letter
FLAG PIN.

SNAKES IN THE GRAS!'!

Any

Somethlns entirely
new, con,istlng of six
large cones, each one
nearly 0110 inch tn
height.
Upon llght-

I~!~t1m;~~s.00eAa0

1 n~188 P:~:

to

htmdllng

BEVERLY NOVELTY CO,.
De•erJy llou.d, BreoJdyu.. N. Y.

I~as~u~fo~~~Y t~ a;~.~~e~~t

lazily stretches out In the erase, which a.t

10

t.p-~e;n~~= ':.;?"'~~· ,;'j~

8 5
1
CARTER AEROPLANE No. 1.
1 ?ra~f;~~d o:n.~ni:~:t a1 :~r?a~e ~h!~ewfifr~~~
Wlll n.y on a horizontal t burn. Au ordinary dust pan answers th e purlln e 150 teet! Can bo nown pose nicely. Price of. the six cones, packed in
tn the hom111e, e.nd will not f!awdust, in a strong wooden box, only
lnjuro Itself nor mnyth!ncr S boxes to1· 2Gc., 1 dozen boxes 75c., sentlOc.,
by
ln the room. The most per- mall postpaid.
feet little a.eropla.ne made.
111, v_ GAJ.LIGAN, U9 w. 56th St., N. Y.
The motive power ta furnished by tw!st.ed rubber
JAPANESE TRIOK KNIFE.
band• con tai ned within the
tubular
body
the ma.chine.
It
I• or
Yoo
aotus.ted
by
Instantly
draw It a.cross your
a propeller at each end revol v ing in opposite
finger, apparently cutting deep
directions. Variation In height may be obInto the flesh. The red blood
0
ta!ned by. moving the pl ..nes a.nd the baln.nce
1 ~~fr•e~r~ 1 ,,°1~g t~e st~~~~l';,g ~tf~~~
weight. It can be
to fty either
the
rl~ht or the IP.ft by mmde
moving the balancetosideto the spectators. The knife
wise before It ts released !or .ntght. Prico,
is removed o.nd the finger is
85c. es.ch, delivered.
rni;,~~n'.n good condl\.1,~f~e ft~~t~a~~ ~~r·;;!11~
L. 8eaarom, 84'1 Wlatllrop St., Brookl;ni, N. Y. . \VOL.Flo' NOVELTY CO., 29 W, 16th St., N. l:.

8
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I

I

I

~

"THE A.M4.TElJR ORA.F'.l'Sll[A.N ," lOa.

New book. Tell1 bnw tn tnake au
a~ro1•lana, CAnoe. ull -hoa t, tel.phOnl, magic lanteru , rurui'u:J

to

~~~u!~:~1~::·r:rn~:-;;;~~· i~alp:ic!, 111
i· ce~~; I ~~c:i~: 9 ~1r:ie1: 11 ~ro~m~heth~~rn~n~ar~:ne8 n~3

°'" '"""

'"° '""• ~•

ba;od enirraved, and "

eat:.log ot Bad11e Pina, Jowelr1,
Tricks, Jokes a.ad Puazles. Sen«
•.rwo cents to pay tor postare an•

~~f~hoii,e ~~t~1h~s; 0~o~;:

_
tator carrlee any, h•
something afmtlar to
calls hi• aaalstant, tap• him on top or th•
a. 4th or July exhlblhead, he gags, and a.n egg com~.s CJut or h1a tton ot fl.reworks. Sparks
fty in every dfrecmouth.
This la repeated nntll six eggs are ~ Uon, and aa the cone burns down it throws
produced. It la an eaay trick
pert'orm. onoa i out and 11 .!lurrounded with what appears
by mall, po1tps.ld.
II. Jo'. LANO, 1815 Centre St., B'klJ'TI, N. Y.

bh..7oles. Write for our lallat e
f'llleat Cuarantee•
1913 Medel•

THE SWIMl\IINO FJ!'IH
Here 11 a. ftne mechan ical
toy. It Is an lroltn.tlo n gold-

·:;~~·: ;::;,' ;[ ~
"C1

lneachtowntorldoandexblbl~aa
m !oRo.?Jctt

//

~:;~:: e~l:~~l~~~'~,~·c~ ·:~~ 1

po1tpald.

w.

1quare Included lru. rrlu 10.
T. HJLl.Jl.lt • co., ::iT. p .l.OL, MUl'W,

